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ABSTRACT 

Balancing increased safety against detonation performance is paramount for new explosive 

energetic materials in the development process. Often these two requirements are in opposition to 

each other. Sensitivity tests to external stimuli are used to determine how safe an energetic material 

is to phenomena such as impact, heat, or friction. Meanwhile, detonation performance is assessed 

by the maximum pressure and shock velocity induced from chemical reactions. Tailoring the 

performance while maintaining safety of the explosive would be possible with knowledge of the 

chemical reactions that functional groups provide during detonation. Current knowledge of the 

chemical reactions that occur during detonation is limited. Several mechanisms have been 

suggested for first step reactions throughout the detonation process for energetic molecules; 

however, no single chemical pathway has been irrefutably substantiated by experiments. 

Alternatively, models can provide insight into the types of reactions that may transpire, but lack 

direct experimental comparisons. If experiments and models could be compared at the equivalent 

time and length scales, then measurements could guide the physics and chemistry assumptions 

present in models. Experiments presented in this document bridge that gap by using an ultrafast 

laser system to generate shocks in samples and spectroscopically probe vibrational and electronic 

absorption changes that occur during shock compression. A review of how to turn a benchtop 

chirped pulse amplifier into a shock physics and chemistry laboratory is first presented. 

Applications of the spectroscopic techniques developed were then applied to trinitrotoluene (TNT) 

and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) during shock compression. Mid-infrared absorption results 

for shock compressed TNT and PETN were compared to current suggestions on chemical 

pathways and inconsistencies were present for both materials. It is suggested that a carbon-carbon 

bond breaking mechanism is present for PETN, and a hydrogenic stretch like hydroxyl or amide 

bond formation mechanism is suggested for TNT based on the MIR absorption measurements. 

Recommendations for future experimental thrusts are also provided. The results provided in this 

document could be directly compared to simulations to refine the assumptions present in models. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

The chemistry that occurs during detonation of high explosives (HE) is poorly understood. 

Various theories exist on the chemical mechanisms that happen during detonation; however, there 

is a lack of direct experimental evidence to confirm these claims.1-8 First step mechanisms for 

relatively simple HE systems like the molecule nitromethane (CH3NO2) are still debated between 

four primary reactions: CN-bond scission,9, 10 nitrite rotation,11, 12 aci-ion formation,13, 14 or more 

complicated bimolecular reactions.15-18 This is first step chemistry, and is neglecting the numerous 

chemical branching pathways that could be taken between reactants and products. Larger 

molecules, like pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), introduce more complexity to these 

mechanisms from the presence of additional degrees of freedom for bond breaking events.19-33 

Shown in Fig. 1 is a comparison of several mechanisms for both of these molecules. To understand 

detonation chemistry, the pressure and temperature states that are present during detonation need 

to be attained. Emulation of detonation states, high pressure and temperature applied sonically or 

faster, can be achieved using shock waves. Various methods and facilities exist that are capable of 

generating shocks in materials.2, 6, 21-23, 25, 28, 34-94 Typically, wave mechanics were measured when 

using many of these methods often inferring chemistry from these measurements.2, 11, 41, 52, 55, 94-96 

Experiments which attempted to directly measure chemistry were convoluted and results were 

difficult to interpret.18, 23, 25, 27, 76, 84, 87, 88, 97 

 

Figure 1 Possible chemical pathways that have been suggested for nitromethane (left) and 
pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) when subjected to shock loading. These are the first steps to 
these molecules breaking up, neglecting the next steps between reactants and products. 
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 Complimentary to experiments are physics- and chemistry-based models that are capable 

of predicting what reactions may occur during detonation for energetic materials. Predicting HE 

performance and safety would reduce the tremendous cost and time to synthesize, test, and qualify 

new energetic materials for use. Quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) and accelerated chemistry 

(AC) models have been shown to provide insight into chemical reactions and pathways when 

simulating energetic materials to extreme pressure and temperature conditions, like those present 

during detonation.7, 15, 16, 24, 32, 33, 98-107 A caveat to this is that QMD and AC models are traditionally 

O(N3) necessitating the use of a small number of atoms, typically nanometer (nm) scale, to 

complete chemical predictions for practicality. This length scale requires sub-picosecond (ps) 

temporal resolution to model shocks at these length scales. Traditional methods of generating 

shocks in materials are usually at time and length scales 106 times greater, typically 

millimeter/microsecond (mm/µs), than capabilities present in predictions. Simulations are thus 

required to make assumptions in order to compare predictions to measurements. Ideally if an 

experiment could make measurements at nm length scales, with sub-ps temporal resolution, at 

shock pressures to induce reactions (GPa), and with chemical specificity then experiments could 

directly provide chemistry and physics measurements as a guide to models and the assumptions 

present. These requirements are impractical, if not impossible, to achieve with many traditional 

methods of generating shocks; however, are relatively simple to achieve using benchtop ultrafast 

laser systems.108 The objective of the experiments presented in this document was to measure and 

understand the chemistry that occurs during shock compression of energetic materials at nearly 

identical time and length scales to modeling efforts in order to build models capable of predicting 

HE performance and safety. 

1.2 Overview 

A broad review of how to turn an ultrafast laser system into a benchtop shock physics 

laboratory will be presented in Chapter 2. Inclusive to this Chapter will be how laser energy is 

converted into mechanical work, interferometry techniques used to interpret wave mechanics, 

methods of spectroscopic investigation, and synchronization of ultrafast sources to shock physics 

and chemistry measurements. Chapter 3 will present an initial application of the techniques to 

measure the shock chemistry of trinitrotoluene (TNT). After refining techniques from Chapter 3 

through procurement of an enhanced laser system, measurements were then performed on PETN 
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with results shown in Chapter 4. Results from shock compression of PETN suggested two distinct 

intermediates were formed with contradicting evidence to several previous publications. Since 

results from Chapter 3 were not conclusive, TNT was revisited using the new shock physics 

apparatus and results are shown in Chapter 5. Preliminary results shown in Chapter 5 suggest 

different behavior than several previous publications. Conclusions from experiments and 

suggestions on future experimental work with this apparatus are suggested in Chapter 6. 
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 A BENCHTOP SHOCK PHYSICS LABORATORY: ULTRAFAST 
LASER DRIVEN SHOCK SPECTROSCOPY AND 

INTERFEROMETRY METHODS 

2.1 Introduction 

There are many methods of generating and characterizing material properties under shock 

loading conditions. Explosively driven plate impact experiments dominated early studies with time 

of arrival pins, rotating mirror cameras, and piezoelectric gauges being common diagnostics.1-11 

Gas guns that adiabatically accelerate flyer plates to high velocities for sustained constant pressure 

impacts coupled to interferometric velocimetry, embedded gauge, and spectroscopic methods have 

also been a staple of shock physics.12-25 Gas gun and explosively-driven plate impact experiments 

are typically on the mm length and μs time scales. Laser driven flyer plate (100’s of μm length and 

ns time scales)26-38 and frustrated laser ablation (μm length and 100’s of ps time scales) shock drive 

methods scaled these experiments down to the tabletop scale and allowed easy integration of 

complex optical diagnostics.39-49 Facility scale direct drive lasers have also been utilized to 

generate very high pressure phenomena in fusion research and high energy density physics.50, 51 

As successful as these efforts have been, experimentally accessing the temporal and spatial scales 

commensurate with molecular dynamic models is a critical need for verification and validation of 

their predictions. This article reports the further development and practical integration of 

simultaneous spectroscopy techniques and interferometry designed to examine shock physics at 

the ps time and µm length scales,39, 40, 43, 44, 52-72 with the corresponding reduction of energy 

required63, and making high experimental repetition rate possible (100’s of shots per day)73, 74 

compared to larger, conventional plate impact studies. 

 Advantages to using a single ultrafast laser to generate the shock and probe the dynamics 

are the 1) ps temporal resolution, 2) ease of generating new wavelengths for spectroscopic 

diagnostics, and 3) small laser energy (mJ) and sample sizes (100x100x1 µm) required. A 

disadvantage is that the duration of the sustained pressure is limited by the shock drive pulse, 

which is typically 80-350 ps for chirped pulse amplified (CPA) Ti:sapphire lasers, but can be 

extended to >1 ns.49 Samples must be appropriately sized to allow measurement of the dynamics 

within this time range. Consequently, however, phenomena that happen too fast to be resolved 

using larger scale experiments (longer time scales) can be studied with these methods, such as 
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shock induced chemistry at high pressures40, 56, 57, 65 and elastic-plastic deformation in metal films 

at very high strain rates.44, 61, 75, 76 Experiments using the ultrafast laser shock apparatus at Los 

Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) have shown that features like the reactive cusp on the 

Hugoniot can be thought of as a time dependent property,56, 57 and also demonstrated that the shock 

state reached with ultrafast laser driven shocks can be the same shock state observed at orders of 

magnitude longer time and larger spatial scales as observed in Hugoniot measurements of 

nonreactive liquids.40, 53, 55 These techniques have allowed for the measurement of several thousand 

Hugoniot points for liquid mixtures, a number of experiments that exceeds the capabilities of 

traditional shock compression methods.43, 60 These experiments are not limited to liquids and can 

be applied to organic, dielectric, and metallic solids as well.44, 49, 54, 58, 61, 76-79 These shock 

generation and characterization techniques offer any ultrafast laser laboratory access to a broad 

range of interesting shock physics and chemistry problems, and the goal of this paper is to provide 

a level of detail on experimental methods and integration sufficient to propagate these techniques 

to laboratories that have not historically performed shock experiments. Presented in this paper are 

extensive details on methods of generating laser shocks, sample preparation, ultrafast dynamic 

ellipsometry (UDE) measurements and simultaneous fits for shock parameters, implementation of 

visible white light supercontinuum absorption measurements, generation and integration of 

broadband mid-infrared measurements into the shock experiment, and timing of all probing beams 

at the sample. This work was featured in American Institute of Physics, Review of Scientific 

Instruments, Volume 90, Issue 6. Permission to reprint this work has been granted by AIP 

Publishing under the license number 4781500396061. 

2.2 Shock generation 

The basis for the frustrated laser ablation shock generation technique using ultrafast lasers 

was the extraction of a fraction of the amplified chirped pulse before compression and the clipping 

of its temporally leading edge by clipping the long wavelength end of its spectrum to produce a 

sharp risetime of <5 ps. A beamsplitter was placed after the amplifier and before the compressor 

in order to extract a fraction of the chirped pulse. Depending on the needs of the experiment, the 

spectral clip can be performed 1) in the stretcher before amplification, as shown in Fig. 1A, 2) in 

an additional stretcher post amplification, or 3) by placing a short wavelength passing filter in the 

extracted stretched output and optimizing the desired spectrum via rotation of the filter. Option 1) 
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has the benefit of maintaining the full energy in the output beam, although the compressed pulses 

will not be as short due to the narrower spectrum and amplification in the regenerative amplifier 

tends to reduce the intensity risetime. Option 2) has significant additional costs as well as energy 

loss of ~50%. Despite this large energy loss, this technique is favorable when the stretched pulse 

is desired to be longer than the chirped pulse duration coming from the CPA (often the case for 1 

kHz systems). Lastly, option 3) is exceptionally simple to implement at some loss of energy in the 

drive laser. Depending on the requirements for each experiment, one of these three methods have 

been used before.42, 53, 67, 80, 81 The spectral shape, temporal duration, and rise time of the spectral 

profile was nominally the same for all three techniques with different 10 Hz and 1 kHz CPA 

systems;42, 53, 67, 80, 81 however, the laser energy available to drive shocks was different for each 

technique and system. For most of the measurements presented in this paper, a 10 Hz Ti:sapphire 

laser system was used with ~8 mJ of uncompressed pulse energy after filtering, ~8 mJ of 

compressed pulse energy, ~120 fs pulse width after compression, and ~12 nm of bandwidth 

FWHM centered at 785 nm. An 842 nm short pass filter was rotated to clip the spectral leading 

edge so that a sufficiently steep rise time (<5 ps) was obtained. Such a rise time plus sufficient 

remaining pulse energy to support the shock wave was achieved when the filter was rotated to 

leave ~1/2-2/3 of the spectral bandwidth. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 2B. For shock 

generation methods, bandwidth is less important compared to the desired temporal duration of the 

shock measurement, but is important for spectroscopic techniques as shown below. No observable 

differences in the quality of the generated shocks were found using any of these methods to 

produce the spectral clip.  
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Figure 2A) One method of spectrally clipping the chirped beam from a chirped pulse amplifier 
was to place a beamblock in the red edge of the spectrum at the Fourier plane where the colors are 
dispersed and focused. After amplification, a beamsplitter extracted most of the energy into the 
chirped pulse that drove the shock and the ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry probes. B) The shaped 
shock drive was focused onto the sapphire/aluminum interface, while the probes reflected off the 
Al drive layer after transmission through the sample. The time dependent intensity of the chirped 
pulse is shown on the right with ~300 ps FWHM of shock duration. Typical focusing to 50-150 
µm spot size allowed hundreds of shots on a 25.4 mm diameter substrate (bottom right). A) 
reprinted from S. D. McGrane, C. A. Bolme, V. H. Whitley and D. S. Moore, in International 
Symposium on High Power Laser Ablation 2010, edited by C. R. Phipps (2010), Vol. 1278, pp. 
392-400., with the permission of AIP Publishing, and B) reprinted from S. D. McGrane, D. S. 
Moore, V. H. Whitley, C. A. Bolme and D. E. Eakins, in Shock Compression of Condensed Matter 
- 2009, Pts 1 and 2, edited by M. L. Elert, W. T. Buttler, M. D. Furnish, W. W. Anderson and W. 
G. Proud (2009), Vol. 1195, pp. 1301-1304., with the permission of AIP Publishing. 

 

Figure 2B illustrates the geometry for a typical experiment. The chirped pulse shock drive 

was loosely focused to a spot size of 50-150 µm diameter at full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

at 0.2-8 mJ in shock drive energy. Since the drive is spatially Gaussian, the spatial extent of 

spectroscopic measurements must be smaller than the FWHM of the shock (see discussion below). 

A 2 µm thick aluminum film vapor deposited on a 0.5 mm sapphire substrate acted as a transducer, 

turning the laser energy into a mechanical shock while protecting the sample from direct laser 

excitation. The plasma expansion at the interface between the sapphire and the aluminum launched 

a shock wave through the aluminum and into the sample. The shock dynamics and shock induced 

electronic and vibrational spectral changes in the sample were probed in reflection geometry. 

Liquid samples, unlike solid thin film samples, required a window. Both the shock drive and 

chirped pulse interferometric probes had the same temporally dependent intensity (i.e. chirp), an 
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example is shown on the upper right of Fig. 2B. The sample was translated to a pristine location 

between shots using motor-controlled stages. The various interferometric and spectroscopic 

diagnostics shown in Fig. 2B were used to characterize the shock wave. Examples of material 

dynamics are detailed in the following sections. 

Unlike gas gun and laser driven flyer plate experiments which generate relatively flat 

pressure waves, the spatial profile of the generated shock wave is nearly Gaussian in shape 

depending on the fluence of the shock drive laser beam.82, 83 Fig. 3 shows the spatial profile of the 

shock drive into nitromethane at 5 mJ in energy producing a ~25 GPa shock wave. Spatially, the 

pressure was relatively constant at the near-flat top portion of the shock drive, but decayed outside 

of that region yielding a range of pressures that the sample experienced under shock loading. This 

shock drive profile has the benefit of measuring, with great care, multiple pressures in a single shot 

increasing data throughput of the experiment.55 Unfortunately, the corollary to this is that the 

spectroscopic beams would probe a range of pressures unless the spectroscopic measurements 

were focused to be spatially narrower than the near-flat top portion of the beam. This latter 

approach was taken for most of the measurements presented. Alternatively, a diffractive optic or 

flat top beam shaper can be used to generate a flat top profile in the shock drive beam.84-86 This 

approach negates any pressure convolution at the expense of experimental complication, as the flat 

top beam must be imaged at high demagnification with the sample at the focal plane. The use of a 

flat top beam shaper will be revisited in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3 Spatial profile of the shock generation beam for nitromethane shocked to ~25 GPa at 5 
mJ at the center of the shock. Phase shift measurements from ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry 
measurements are related to pressure. 

2.3 XFROG chirp characterization of the shock drive pulse 

The chirp or time dependent frequency of the shock drive pulse was characterized by cross 

correlation frequency resolved optical gating, or XFROG.87-94 A collimated femtosecond pulse 

(the gate pulse) and the chirped laser pulse from the same Ti:sapphire laser pulse were crossed at 

a small angle (10°) in a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal cut for frequency doubling (United 

Crystals, theta= 29.2°, phi=90°, thickness 0.1 mm, aperture diameter 5 mm). The time delay of 

one pulse was scanned with respect to the other and the spectrum of the sum frequency pulse was 

measured relative to the delay in a spectrometer. To better resolve the chirp and to increase time 

and spectral resolution from the XFROG trace, the spectral bandwidth of the gate pulse was 

reduced, either by placing a slit in the compressor, or using a narrow bandpass filter. This process 

increased the temporal duration of the gate pulse to ~1 ps, which was significantly smaller than 

the temporal duration of the chirped pulse. Without the spectral filter, the XFROG spectrum at 

each time delay would be too broad to accurately determine the chirped pulse frequency. The chirp 

of the shock-drive pulse was extracted from the XFROG trace, such as that shown in Fig. 4, where 

post measurement analysis software applied a threshold and width to the measured sum frequency 
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spectrum at each time delay to extract the peak wavelength versus time (the chirp). The chirp was 

fit to a second order polynomial for use in the analysis below. 

 

Figure 4 Cross correlation frequency resolved optical gating (XFROG) was used to measure the 
time dependent wavelength. The delay between a femtosecond spectrally narrowed gate pulse and 
the chirped pulse was scanned. The resulting sum frequency spectra were corrected for the energy 
of the gate pulse to produce the time dependent spectrum shown at the bottom. 

2.4 Integration of shock drive pulses with multiple target diagnostics 

A suite of diagnostic techniques has been developed to characterize the shock and material 

dynamics and chemistry: interferometry using ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry (UDE), visible white 

light (VIS) transient absorption spectroscopy, and mid-infrared (MIR) transient absorption 

spectroscopy. 39-41, 43, 44, 52-60, 64, 78, 95-101 UDE allowed the determination of shock and particle 

velocities and shocked refractive indices. VIS transient absorption spectroscopy was used to probe 

generation of absorbing products and intermediates due to reaction. MIR transient absorption 

spectroscopy probed vibrations corresponding to molecular functional groups to look for more 

detailed chemical changes. A broad overview of the overall experimental apparatus is shown in 

Fig. 5, although data will be shown from other similar arrangements (10 Hz and 1 kHz systems).  
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Figure 5 A single pulse out of the chirped pulse amplifier is split to pump five processes: shock 
generation (black), high angle (HA) UDE (orange), low angle (LA) UDE (red), VIS (blue), and 
MIR (green). Reference pulses are shown as dashed lines. Temporally, the reference pulses for the 
UDE have delay lines to ensure temporal overlap with the sample side for interference fringes, 
which are not pictured. Angles and distances are not to scale, but representative of actual pathways. 

 

In addition to the diagnostics shown in Fig. 5, the sample was also continuously monitored 

using charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras to view the image going into the UDE spectrometer 

slits (HA and LA UDE) by placing a ~1% reflective beamsplitter in the beam path to utilize a small 

portion of the incoming light into the spectrometer. In each path, the cameras were placed at the 

same distance from the beamsplitter as was the slit. Fig. 6 shows an image before shocking the 

sample, and after, where the damaged hole in the Al, a bubble, and solid particles dispersed in the 

liquid can be seen, in this case for the low angle UDE. The field of view was ~ 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm. 

These cameras were helpful to ensure that the pre-shock sample location was of adequate quality 
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for data acquisition and had not been contaminated from nearby shots, that the UDE diagnostic 

beams were well centered and temporally overlapped with their reference which caused the 

interference fringes as seen in Fig. 6, and that the shock drive remained centered on the diagnostics 

as the sample was translated. 

 

Figure 6 The beam entering the spectrometer was split to image the sample, showing the aliased 
fringes in the preshot (left) and the damage hole, gas bubble, and solid products formed post shot 
(right). The fringes in the image are caused by the interference between the reference and sample 
beams from Fig. 5. 

2.5 Sample preparation 

The thickness of the Al film and the sample need to be commensurate with the duration of 

the shock. In these experiments the typical shock velocities were <8 km/s, and shock duration was 

limited by the laser to ~350 ps. At 8 km/s, a 2 µm thick film will be traversed in 250 ps, but the 

shock or release wave from the Al/sample interface will have to travel back through the aluminum 

film, interact with the plasma/Al interface, and traverse the film again before it will affect the 

shocked material. This reshock or release will occur at times longer than the 350 ps observation 

window. The 2 µm aluminum coating was vapor deposited onto a 500 µm sapphire substrate (Esco 

Optics G110020) at 5 µTorr base pressure with a deposition rate of ~50 nm/s (Denton Explorer 14 

High Vacuum Evaporator). Samples were allowed to cool prior to breaking vacuum in the 

deposition chamber to avoid columnar growth of the aluminum oxide layer. Opaque samples were 

typically produced when samples were not properly cooled. The sapphire substrates offer a high 

impedance that produced a stronger shock in the Al than substrates like glass or plastic. Similarly, 

various other metals could be used as the transducer layer: gold, nickel, tantalum, etc.42, 80, 81 

Aluminum was chosen for its close impedance match to most organic and dielectric materials.102 

Gold has been shown to ballistically accelerate electrons ahead of the shock propagation.80, 103, 104 

Substrates were treated with ultraviolet radiation and ozone (UVO cleaner 42-220) for ~5 minutes 
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to remove any organic adsorbates and volatile substances present on the substrates before 

aluminum deposition.  

Liquid samples with a thickness of 6 µm (International Crystal Laboratories 6 µm gasket) 

for UDE and ~1-4 µm (no gasket) for VIS and MIR were prepared by dropping 50 µL or 20 µL 

(Eppendorf Research Pipette 1000 or 10), respectively, onto an Al coated sapphire substrate and 

then confined by a 2 mm thick 25.4 mm diameter potassium bromide (KBr) window (Edmund 

Optics #68-807). KBr windows were used as wavelengths from the near UV to mid-infrared were 

transmitted. VIS and interferometry measurements have been performed with optically 

transmissive windows: calcium fluoride, magnesium fluoride, or silica glass. For interferometry 

measurements, samples needed to be optically clear to measure the reflector (aluminum shock 

transducer) surface motion and the reflector needed to have near optical quality surface roughness. 

Thinner samples were required for MIR transient absorption spectroscopy as samples thicker than 

4 µm resulted in saturation of the strong vibrational absorptions of the unshocked material. Solid 

samples were spin cast (MTI Corporation VTC-200P) onto the aluminum coated sapphire 

substrates and were typically limited to 2 µm in thickness by varying solution concentrations and 

spin casting conditions (rotation rate and time). Additionally, solid samples should be close to 

crystal density if wave dispersion and multiple shock interactions are to be avoided. Solid film 

thicknesses were measured using white light interferometry (Filmetrics F3). 

2.6 Ultrafast Dynamic Ellipsometry (UDE) 

The chirped pulse was passed through a time delay line to control the arrival time of the 

shock drive and interferometry beams with respect to the fs (spectroscopy) pulses. A small portion 

of the beam was taken (~2% energy – several tens of μJ) for UDE. An additional delay line was 

placed in the UDE path to control the timing between the shock drive beam and the UDE beam. 

UDE has been described in previous publications.39, 52-55, 57 Here the method is summarized, and 

additional experimental details are provided. 

 A telescope was used to introduce a slow divergence to the beam and a 50:50 beam splitter 

formed two beams, one for high angle (HA, 62°) and one for 0° low angle (LA) interference. 

Previously angles of ~26° (LA) and ~70° (HA) at s- and p-polarizations were used.39, 40, 43, 44, 52-58, 

60 Concentrating first on the LA path, a further division using a 50-50 beam splitter produced 

sample and reference beams in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration. A 90 mm focal 
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length (fl) triplet lens in the sample beam was placed approximately one focal length from the 

sample to illuminate a 500 µm diameter spot (coming to a focus after reflection from the sample) 

centered at the shock location. The UDE beam diameter was wider than the shock drive, in order 

to capture the entire shock diameter and additional unshocked area for background correction. The 

sample was imaged onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer using the same 90 mm fl triplet and 

a 750 mm fl singlet lens to give a magnification of 8.3x. Figure 7 shows the details of the LA UDE 

beam path. A second 750 mm fl lens was used in the reference beam to match the divergence of 

the sample beam. A neutral density filter was used to match the energies of the reference and 

sample beams which maximized the interference fringe contrast. The reference and samples beams 

were temporally overlapped at the slit via a time delay stage in the reference beam path. 

 

Figure 7 The LA UDE and VIS beam paths at 0° incidence. Prior to the first beam splitter (right, 
top), the UDE beam was passed through a positive 500 mm then a negative 200 mm lens to make 
a slowly divergent beam. A dichroic mirror reflected the UDE beam and passed the VIS beam. A 
50:50 beam splitter was used to split both beams into sample and reference beams. A time delay 
stage was placed in the reference beam path to temporally overlap the reference and sample beams. 
A dovetail prism is positioned in the beam prior to the entrance slit. The HA UDE path was similar 
in design with the exception of no concentric beams and separate illumination and imaging lenses. 
 

Reference and sample beams were crossed at a small angle at the entrance slit of a homemade 

spectrometer to produce interference fringes. The decision to use a homemade spectrometer 

considered the modularity of components (CCD array, lenses, and grating), and significantly 

decreased cost compared to commercial spectrometers. Nevertheless, a commercial spectrometer 

with a flat image plane could be used. Before the spectrometer slit, the image was rotated by 90° 
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using a Dove prism inserted at 45 degrees. Rotating the image was found to enable more accurate 

determination of the central portion of the shock for beams that were incident at the sample at high 

angle (60-70°). The LA image was also rotated so that the LA and HA imaged the same location 

and orientation on the sample. The CCD array (Thorlabs 8051M-USB) was binned by two pixels 

in both horizontal and vertical directions and a region of interest of 700 x 900 bins was used to 

increase recording speed during data collection. Spatial interference fringe frequency was 

measured to be ~0.7 fringes/µm. Images were collected at 0.5 Hz. The temporal duration of the 

UDE beams was the same as the shock drive beam (~300 ps FWHM). With the LA UDE beam at 

0° there was no polarization dependence, which provided only a single measurement of the phase 

data; previous LA UDE measurements at ~26° added a Wollaston prism in the spectrometer just 

prior to the camera to separate the beam into s- and p-polarizations allowing two measurements 

(see discussion on HA UDE below). The switch to the zero degree path was to spatially 

accommodate more spectroscopic measurements at the sample. 

The HA UDE was performed in a similar way to LA UDE, but the linear polarization of the 

sample incident beam was rotated to an angle of ~45° using a λ/2 achromatic waveplate prior to 

interacting with the sample. A 100 mm fl lens illuminated the sample with a ca. 500 µm tall 

elliptical spot. The reflected beam was collected via a 50 mm fl lens and imaged onto the 

spectrometer entrance slit by a 500 mm focal length lens with a magnification of 10x. The HA 

UDE reference beam was sent through a similar set of optics to match the size, polarization, energy, 

and magnification of the sample beam. A detailed schematic can be seen in Fig. 8. S- and p-

polarizations images were separated using a Wollaston prism just prior to the CCD. A mask was 

placed on the Wollaston prism to fully separate the two images, and the camera to prism distance 

was optimized for this as well. Half waveplates for both the sample and the reference beams were 

rotated such that the s- and p-polarization images were matched as closely as possible in energy. 

The region of interest used by the HA UDE camera was 1500 x 1200 bins to accommodate both 

polarizations on the same image. Spatial dispersion was ~1.205 µm/bin, and the spatial fringe 

frequency was ~0.25 fringes/µm for HA UDE. 
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Figure 8 Detailed HA UDE pathway. HA UDE was performed at 62°. A time delay was added to 
the sample beam path for the HA to overlap the HA probe beam with the LA probe beam. 

2.6.1 UDE data analysis 

UDE data analysis required calibration of the spectrometer first for wavelength and then for 

time. Spectral dispersion on the temporal axis for the camera was measured to be 39 bins/nm and 

49 bins/nm for the LA and HA UDE, respectively (1 bin = 2 x 2 pixels). The chirp was measured 

by XFROG (Section III) to be ~0.041 nm/ps, which resulted in temporal dispersion of ~0.62 ps/bin 

and ~0.50 ps/bin for LA and HA UDE, respectively. The temporal resolution was limited to 3-5 

ps because of the assumed linear mapping between wavelength and time. The spectrometers were 

calibrated using atomic emission lines from spectral lamps of krypton and argon (Newport 6031 

and 6030). A linear wavelength calibration fit was calculated for each spatial position along the 

slit. The very slight curvature of the atomic emission lines present in the image on the CCD was 

corrected using these calibrations when data images were interpolated onto an evenly spaced time 

grid, which also used the XFROG wavelength to time calibration. 

Fourier analysis was used to determine the space and time dependent phase and reflectivity 

changes caused by the shock, as detailed in references. Four images were recorded for each shot: 

preshock and shock images for HA and LA UDE. Each lineout in the spatial dimension was 

multiplied by a tapered cosine function (flat top over central 60% and falling smoothly to zero as 

a cosine at the edges) prior to inverse Fourier transformation to avoid edge artifacts. The resulting 

image was split into amplitude (reflectivity) and phase. Phase data ranged from –π to π and were 
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unwrapped to give total phase shifts. Shock images were divided by or subtracted from the 

preshock image for amplitude or phase calculations, respectively. Planar background tilt was 

removed using three user-selected reference points away from the shock region. A final user-

selected point for offset could then be prescribed, which was only necessary if there was a small 

constant phase at the center of the shock region due to a prepulse arriving ns before the main shock 

drive pulse. The contrast between the prepulse and the shock drive pulse should be <0.1% and 

larger energies may require better contrast. Maximal prepulse phase offset values were <0.2 

radians, meaning the aluminum surface was estimated to move approximately <13 nm at long 

times (>10 ns) from prepulse excitation. Typical prepulse phase shift are much less than this, and 

often unobservable. Raw LA UDE images and the analyzed phase and reflectivity image data for 

shocked liquid phenylacetylene are shown in Fig. 9 (these data were obtained when the LA UDE 

used 30° beam incidence). The oscillations are due to thin film interference between the reflection 

from the aluminum interface moving at the particle velocity, up and the partial reflection of the 

UDE probe light off the shock front moving at the shock velocity, us. Temporal lineouts for phase 

change were spatially averaged over two to five pixels and were centered at either a user selected 

line or at the peak position (obtained from a Gaussian fit to the phase data). These lineouts were 

then fit to models of the shock dynamics to determine material response to the shock as shown 

below. 

 

Figure 9 Low angle UDE raw images during shock with calibrated wavelength and spatial axes B) 
Phase and reflectivity maps after Fourier analysis for s- and p- polarizations and 30º and 66 º angles 
for shocked phenylacetylene.  
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2.6.2 Determining shock parameters from fitting UDE data 

Coupling thin film interference to a constant shock propagation model allowed the UDE data 

to be fit to determine shock velocity (us), particle velocity of the Al/sample interface (up), and 

shocked refractive index (ns). A detailed analysis has been provided by Brown et. al. and Bolme 

et. al., but is shown again here for completeness.39, 53, 56 Description of the light propagation 

through the shocked and unshocked materials follows the same treatment as for multilayer films.105 

A transfer matrix for the interface between two films can be written as: 

 

 
𝑀! =	 $ cos	(𝜙!)

𝑖	sin	(𝜙!)
𝛾!

𝑖𝛾!sin	(𝜙!) cos	(𝜙!)
/ 

(1) 

 

where the subscript m is the index for a given layer in the multilayer media, 𝜙!, given by 

 

 𝜙! =	
2𝜋
𝜆 𝑛!𝑑!cos	(𝜃!) 

(2) 

 

is the phase difference between the entrance and exit of a film at interface between layer m and m-

1, λ is the wavelength of the incident beam in vacuum, nm is the refractive index, dm is the thickness, 

and 

 

 𝛾" = 𝑛"cos	(𝜃") (3) 
 

is the s-polarization refractive index change upon transit into layer m. Eqn. 3 holds for s-

polarization, while for p-polarization eqn. 4 is used. Refractive index change for the p-polarization 

takes the form, 

 

 𝛾! =
𝑛!

cos	(𝜃!)
 (4) 

 

where θm is the refracted angle, which can be determined from Snell’s law, 
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 A transfer matrix was implemented to account for the interaction of light with multiple 

layers of the film in the order in which the light encounters the layers. The transfer matrix going 

through n films takes the form, 

 

 𝑀 = 𝑀$𝑀%𝑀&…𝑀n (6) 
 

with M1 being the first material to interact with the light (outer most layer), and Mn being the final 

reflective medium in this article. The reflection is due to the large imaginary component of the 

refractive index of the metal film, although any layer can have a complex refractive index. Two 

types of experimental configurations were considered for this specific apparatus: solid and liquid 

films. Liquid films necessitated the use of a thick or wedged window which must be accounted for 

in the above transfer matrix. Since there was not a resolved coherent reflection from the window/air 

interface, M1 was taken to be the window instead of the air, and the angle of incidence inside the 

window was used. Note that, therefore, the high angle for a liquid sample was thus lower than the 

high angle for a solid sample because the incidence angle inside the window is less than the angle 

in air. For liquid films a matrix order from outermost to the reflective layer was typically: window 

(calcium fluoride (CaF2) or potassium bromide (KBr)), unshocked liquid, shocked liquid, 5 nm of 

aluminum oxide, and 2 µm of aluminum drive layer. The oxide layer was observed in static 

ellipsometry measurements, so was included for completeness. 

Shocked and unshocked layer thicknesses changed during the experiment with shocked 

material thickness growing and unshocked thickness decreasing with time. Assuming a steady 

shock velocity, the unshocked material thickness was calculated by, 

 

 𝑑u = 𝑑0 − 𝑑s (7) 
 

where d0 is the original film thickness and ds is the distance traveled by the shock. The shock 

pressure was assumed constant, thus velocity, for simplicity.39, 53, 56 The shocked layer film 

thickness was calculated by, 

 

 𝑑s = ?𝑢s − 𝑢pA𝑡 (8) 
 

where up is the particle velocity, us is the shock velocity, and t is time.  
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 Previous studies by Gahagan et. al.81 demonstrated that the free surface position of a 

shocked metal layer could be modeled well using, 

 

 𝑑fs =	C
1
2 E1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 9

𝑡 − 𝑡0
𝜏 ;I 𝑢fs𝑑𝑡 

(9) 

 

where t0 is the time to maximum acceleration of the flyer, τ is the rise constant of the flyer, and t 

is the time of interest.81 The rise time in a shocked aluminum layer was determined to be 5.5 ps. 

Depending on the shock conditions and aluminum film thickness, the separation of the elastic and 

plastic wave may also have to be taken into account.44, 77 Data illustrating the elastic and plastic 

waves are shown for 2 µm thick aluminum films on sapphire in Fig. 10, but the required laser 

energies will vary with laser spot size and substrate material. Typical experiments were operated 

at sufficiently high pressures to overdrive the elastic-plastic transition. The elastic-plastic 

separation and risetimes could also be implemented in the model using multiple risetimes of the 

form given by Eqn. 9 in the simulations. 

 

Figure 10 Free surface velocities for 2 µm thick Al films at 3 different drive energies. The initial 
rise is due to the elastic wave, with the plastic wave following, but not resolved at the higher 
energy. 

 

The difference between the simulated data and measured data was then minimized in a 

multiparameter fitting procedure. Phase values were calculated using the time dependent 

thicknesses at each polarization and angle by combining the thin film transfer matrix and the shock 

dynamics equations above. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) parameter optimization method used 

was found to be sensitive to initial parameter guesses. In order to have an automated set of good 

initial starting points for the minimization, a second order central difference derivative was used 
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to calculate the derivative of the phase data, which was then smoothed with a Savitsky-Golay filter 

with 21 side points (~13 ps). This phase derivative data was analyzed by using Armstrong’s 

method for fitting the offset, oscillation frequency, and oscillation amplitude to determine initial 

parameters for us, up, ns.47 The derivative data were also appended to the phase data using a scaling 

factor set to make the derivative similar in magnitude to the peak values of the phase data, in order 

to force the LM minimization algorithm to fit the oscillatory behavior in the phase data. The phase 

and derivative data from all polarizations and angles were appended to form a single data set and 

fit simultaneously for us, up, ns. Unless there was large loss of reflectivity at 800 nm due to the 

shock, the reflectivity data were typically not fit and the imaginary part of the shocked refractive 

index was fixed at zero. Although the Armstrong fitting method was used to get initial variables 

for the LM program to fit the UDE data, the measurements differ slightly in that UDE utilizes a 

Mach-Zehnder (spatial) interferometer design compared to a spectral interferometer design that 

measures the change in phase over a fixed time delay with both beams reflecting off of the 

sample.47 

An example of how well this model can fit the data is shown in Fig. 11 for acrylonitrile 

shocked to 14 GPa. Note that only the center lineout of the spatially resolved data is shown. More 

careful analysis can allow many Hugoniot measurements in a single shot by using multiple spatial 

lineouts and provided the total shock front travel is significantly smaller than the diameter of the 

shock.55 Alternatively stated, the transverse velocity should be <2% of the axial velocity to claim 

near uniaxial conditions.55 
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Figure 11 UDE along with fit determining up, us, and nshocked for acrylonitrile shocked to 14 GPa 
final pressure. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from N. C. Dang, C. A. Bolme, D. S. Moore 
and S. D. McGrane, Journal of Physical Chemistry A 116 (42), 10301-10309 (2012). Copyright 
(2012) American Chemical Society. 
 

Reactive materials can be measured using the analysis above; however, the results from this 

model are only strictly valid when the shock velocity is constant. When the time scale of the 

reactive wave is slower than the time scale of the UDE experiment, the material is considered 

unreactive and the measured shock and particle velocities will follow the unreacted Hugoniot.40, 

43, 55, 60, 99 Figure 12 shows that acylonitrile Hugoniot points measured in 300 ps time scale UDE 

experiments follow the unreacted universal liquid Hugoniot to substantially higher shock velocities 

than the same material measured at time scales longer than 10s of ns.99 The UDE data at up> 2.5 

km/s in Fig. 12 demonstrate results where acrylonitrile partially completed a volume decreasing 

reaction within the <0.3 ns measurement, which results in deviation of the measured points from 

the unreacted universal liquid Hugoniot and toward the product curve, which is seen in >10 ns 

experiments at up>1.8 km/s. Similarly, when the time scale of the reactive wave is significantly 

faster than the probing time, the time dependent phase data can be fit to determine the product 

Hugioniot.40, 56, 57 Reaction time scales that are fast enough to result in changing wave speeds 

during the experiment (10s of ps) violate the assumption of constant velocity. An example of this 

phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 13, for the case of nitromethane (NM) shocked to ~28 GPa, as 

determined by the final fit. In this case, there was a time dependent phase shift that occurred due 
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to reaction in the middle of the data acquisition. The decrease in oscillation amplitude and increase 

in oscillation frequency that begins around 200 ps suggest a time dependent change in the physics 

or chemistry that was not captured by the simple model used to fit the data. Fitting the UDE data 

with a sliding window is one method that could be used for time dependent wave dynamics. 

Alternatively, a full simulation considering the time dependent reaction history could be 

implemented. In practice, there is a narrow range of shock pressures where the reaction will be 

resolved during the 300 ps observation time. 

 

Figure 12 Data produced with laser driven shock measurements occurring in <0.3 ns follow the 
unreactive universal liquid Hugoniot to higher velocities than seen in measurements occurring at 
times longer than 10 ns. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from S. D. McGrane, K. E. Brown, 
C. A. Bolme and D. S. Moore, AIP Conference Proceedings 1793, 030033 (030036 pp.)-030033 
(030036 pp.) (2017). Copyright (2017) American Institute of Physics. 
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Figure 13 Comparison of the phase for (A) and phase derivative (B) for LA UDE for reacting 
nitromethane. A change in the oscillatory behavior appears in the data trace for the phase data and 
a frequency shift to higher frequency can be seen in phase derivative data. A shift to higher 
periodicity indicates the shock wave is accelerating. Specifically, us-up is increasing in this figure. 

2.7 Visible (VIS) transient absorption spectroscopy 

A small portion of the 800 nm compressed (fs) pulse from the Ti:sapphire laser was spatially 

isolated using an iris and focused with a 101.6 mm fl lens into a calcium fluoride window to 

generate visible white light (i.e., VIS, 425-750 nm), allowing transient absorption spectroscopy, 

which probes changes in the electronic spectra of shocked material40, 56-58 or broad absorptions due 

to chemical reaction products or intermediates. Damage to the calcium fluoride crystal would 

appear after prolonged excitation (hours under optimal conditions at 10 Hz) requiring the crystal 

to be translated to a new location. A 101.6 mm fl 90° off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror collimated 

the VIS beam. The temporal duration of the VIS pulse was calculated to be <1 ps using the 

Sellmeier equation and estimation of the thicknesses for optics traversed between the VIS 

generation and the sample. Since our typical time step was 25-50 ps, any inaccuracies that could 
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be caused by the temporal duration of the VIS beam were ignored. Following the OAP, an aperture 

of 15 mm diameter was used to control the size of the VIS beam. The VIS beam was then 

transmitted through the dichroic mirror used to point the LA UDE beam to the sample. The 

beamsplitter used by LA UDE also split the VIS beam into a sample and reference beams, as seen 

in Fig. 7. The dichroic mirror limited the spectral range at both the blue and red edges of the VIS 

pulse, whereas a broader spectrum could be obtained if the VIS and UDE did not share the same 

beam path. The VIS beam was viewed on the same cameras used to align the LA UDE beam, and 

its focus at the sample was translated onto a hole left after a shock to achieve spatial overlap. An 

90 mm fl achromatic triplet lens was used to focus the VIS beam to <75 µm FWHM at the sample, 

as well as to collimate the reflected beam before it was sent to the spectrometer. Notch filters at 

441.6, 532.0, 568.2, and 632.8 nm (Kaiser Holographic) placed in the VIS beam were used to 

calibrate the spectrometer. 

The VIS spectrometer was a homemade grating spectrometer. CCD camera pixels were 

binned 2x2, and the CCD array was synchronized to the laser with a 1 ms electronic gate, with a 

region of interest of 150 x 1648 bins. Wavelengths in the range of 425-750 nm could be detected 

at the CCD at a dispersion of ~0.15 nm/bin. Since the incoming beams were collimated laser 

sources, the spectrometer did not use a slit, and the entire signal beam was used. Previously, a 

traditional spectrometer with a focusing lens, slit, and collimating lens was used; however, the 

sample and reference spectra that transmitted through the slit had to be carefully matched. The 

reference pulse was offset spatially from the sample beam by introducing a small vertical angle. 

Lenses were placed in the reference path to match the divergence of the reference beam to the 

sample beam. Similarly, a beam splitter was placed in the sample path to match the spectrum of 

the sample side to the reference side. Figure 14 shows an example of the preshock and shock 

images. Each spectrum (sample and reference) was spatially integrated (horizontal direction in Fig. 

14). 
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Figure 14 A, image of static spectrum of reference (left side) and sample (right side). B, image 
during shock loading for nitromethane at 25 GPa. Significant intensity changes can be seen 
comparing the preshock image to the shock image. 
 

Normalization of the sample beam by the reference removed pulse to pulse spectral 

fluctuations. The shocked spectrum was then normalized by the preshocked spectrum to determine 

changes from shock compression. The change in absorbance (ΔA) in the shocked material was 

defined by: 

 

 

∆	𝐴 = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔

⎝

⎛
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𝑇Reference

;
Shocked
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(10) 

 

where T is transmission spectra of the sample/reference shocked frame, or preshocked frame.40, 56, 

57 Absorbance changes due to electronic structure, chemical reaction, or material deformation had 

to be distinguished from the shock induced reflectivity decrease of the aluminum drive layer. To 

accomplish this, a nonreactive film, in this case diethylenetriamine (DETA), was shocked and the 

absorbance compared to the material of interest. Figure 15 shows the VIS transient absorption 

spectra of the nonreactive material DETA contrasted with that of nitromethane (NM) as well as 

NM with DETA. The DETA sensitized the NM causing faster reactions and more absorption. Pure 

$ %
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DETA shows the loss of reflectivity due to shock induced roughening of the aluminum. An 

aluminum free surface expanding into air would have an even larger loss of reflectivity as shown 

in Fig. 16. 

 

Figure 15 VIS data illustrating the effect of the roughening of the Al reflective layer in DETA, 
where there is no reaction. This contrasts with the increased absorption seen in shocked 
nitromethane, and nitromethane sensitized with 5% DETA, which have reaction products that 
absorb in the visible range. All images at up > 2.5 km/s. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from 
K. E. Brown, S. D. McGrane, C. A. Bolme and D. S. Moore, Journal of Physical Chemistry A 118 
(14), 2559-2567 (2014). Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 16 VIS absorption data for an aluminum free surface shocked at various pressures. VIS 
absorptions are stronger for aluminum expanding into air than when driving a shock into a material. 

2.8 Mid-infrared (MIR) transient absorption spectroscopy 

Broadband mid-infrared (MIR) wavelengths of 4-15 µm were generated using a technique 

similar to Nomura et. al.106-109 The filamentation region was ~4 cm in length and broadened the 

spectra of the 400 and 800 nm beams through self-focusing and self-phase modulation, as shown 
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in Fig. 17. Note that the long wavelength MIR edge was limited by the HgCdTe detector used in 

the measurement, while the short wavelength edge was limited by the spectral bandwidth of the 

~110 fs pulses. Typically, a calcite delay crystal was used to delay the 800 nm beam relative to the 

400 nm beam to achieve temporal overlap, and a dual waveplate was used to match the 

polarizations of the two beams. Removal of the calcite delay crystal and the dual waveplate still 

yielded broadband MIR wavelengths, but with a polarization that was not linear, as measured with 

wire grid polarizers. Different rotations of the optics, pulse compression, and focusing affected 

intensity, spectrum, and stability while producing multiple μJ of MIR over a range of conditions. 

 

Figure 17) Four wave mixing of 400 nm and 800 nm in an air filament were used to create 
broadband mid-infrared. Due to the thickness of the BBO a small delay was introduced between 
the 400 nm and 800 nm beams. Self-phase modulation broadened the 400 nm and 800 nm beams 
after the filamentation region. An antireflection coated germanium plate was used as a long pass 
filter to only pass the MIR beam. 
 

A toroidal spatial profile of the MIR beam was produced from the filamentation process. 

A 152.4 mm fl 90° OAP collimated the MIR beam. The 800 nm at the center damaged the OAP, 

but the damage spot was contained within the MIR toroid. A spatial filter composed of two zinc 

selenide (ZnSe) lenses (100 and 75 mm fl before and after the pinhole respectively) and a 400 μm 

pinhole (slightly off the focus for more precise spatial filter control) was used after the OAP to 

10 Hz, 800 nm, 110 fs, 6 mJ/pulse
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allow tight focusing of the MIR beam onto the center of the shock, as shown in Fig 18. Chromatic 

aberrations and spot size at the sample were minimized using a 75 mm fl ZnSe/ZnS achromatic 

doublet lens. The spot size of the spatially filtered beam at the sample was 75 µm FWHM. A single 

side anti-reflective coated germanium window was used as a beamsplitter to produce reference 

and sample beams. 

 

Figure 18 From left to right, image of the MIR beam after collimation from the filamentation 
process, the focus of the toroidal beam, the spatially filtered beam focused at the sample, and the 
three dimensional view of the focused beam at the sample. The FWHM of the beam at the sample 
was ~75 µm. 
 

The reference and sample MIR beams, spatially offset, entered a spectrometer that 

consisted of a prism, lens, and microbolometer array. A right angle 25.4 mm ZnSe prism (ISP 

Optics ZC-RP-25) dispersed the MIR. An incidence angle of 68° was used on one of the 25.4 mm 

sides of the prism to disperse the beam almost exactly perpendicular to the incoming beam path 

with low reflection losses near Brewster’s angle. The MIR spectra were focused with a positive 

meniscus 38 mm diameter, 63 mm fl ZnSe lens onto the microbolometer array (FLIR A35), as 

shown in Fig. 19. The reference beam was offset vertically from the sample beam through the 

spectrometer and used to normalize laser fluctuations. System response (spectral throughput for 

sample and reference) was also considered for the normalization of the spectra. The normalized 

transmission spectra (T) were calculated using  

 

 

𝑇 = 	

𝑆sample	
𝑆system,	sample
𝑆>?@?>?AB?	

𝑆system,	reference

 

(11) 
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where S refers to the signal measured by the microbolometer for the sample beam and reference 

beam during an experiment (shock and preshock), or a time averaged spectral response for both 

the sample and reference (laser energy fluctuations) beam prior to an experiment (Ssystem response 

was measured using an Al mirror). Transmission difference (ΔT) is the difference between the 

normalized transmission spectra for shocked and preshocked spectra. Fig. 20. demonstrates how 

eqn. 11 normalized spectra for the case of NM. 

 

Figure 19 MIR spectrometer. The collimated MIR beams dispersed by a prism were focused on a 
thermal imaging camera. Adapted from Probing Ultrafast Shock-Induced Chemistry In Liquids 
Using Broad-Band Mid-Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy with permission from P. Bowlan, M. 
Powell, R. Perriot, E. Martinez, E. Kober, M. Cawkwell, and S. McGrane, which has been 
submitted for publication in Journal of Chemical Physics. 
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Figure 20 MIR spectral analysis. Normalization process for the reported transmission spectra for 
nitromethane. The raw transmission data (A) was first normalized by an averaged system response 
(B) producing a transmission spectrum (C). Following the system response, C was normalized for 
energy fluctuations in the laser by the normalized reference spectrum (D) leading to the 
transmission spectrum (E) from our MIR spectrometer. Similar to the sample spectrum the 
reference spectrum was first normalized by an average background. In this example, a CN-stretch 
at 920 cm-1, a CH3-rock at 1100 cm-1, and the edge of an NO2 stretch at 1350 cm-1 were observable 
in this spectral range. 

 

Calibration of the spectrometer was completed by comparing the transmission spectrum to 

the spectrum recorded by a commercial FTIR spectrometer (Fisher Nicolet iS5) for a MIR 

absorbing material. A spectral resolution of <30 cm-1 on average was achieved in the spectrometer 

using the chosen lens and prism combination. The dispersed wavelengths measured by our 

spectrometer follow a cubic order with less resolution at greater frequencies. Detection of the MIR 

beam was limited in this implementation to the spectral range of 750-1350 cm-1 by the coating on 

the microbolometer detector array and the optics used in the experiment. A comparison of the 

FTIR spectrum and our MIR spectrometer for polystyrene is shown in Fig. 21. 
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Figure 21 Comparison of the the MIR spectrum of polystyrene as measured by an FTIR compared 
to a 10 shot average of our MIR spectrometer. The resolution, spectrum produced by the MIR 
generation process, and spectral detection method was improved in later chapters. 

 

As an example, the MIR spectral changes in trinitrotoluene (TNT) shocked to ~30 GPa are 

shown in Fig. 22. TNT has three modes available in the accessible MIR spectrum: two CN stretches 

at 910 and 930 cm-1, and a ring breathing mode at 1080 cm-1.110, 111 Fig. 22 illustrates the shift to 

higher frequencies and broadening due to the high pressure and temperature. Increased baseline 

absorption may also be indicating partial reaction. Differences in preshock spectra at each time 

delay are attributed to data being acquired at different locations across the film that vary slightly 

in thickness. 

 

Figure 22 TNT MIR transmission spectra when shocked to ~30 GPa. Spectral peaks shift towards 
higher frequencies and broaden when shocked. The shifting and broadening increase as more 
material is shocked. A broad absorption feature also shows up over most of the spectral range. 
These spectral changes may be due to partial reaction of the TNT or strong scattering. 
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The mechanism behind the spectral broadening and shifting of the peaks in TNT in this 

MIR spectral range is still under investigation. Possible mechanisms include pressure induced 

frequency shifts, phonon lifetime broadening, vibrational hot bands, thin film interference effects, 

dephasing of the vibrations, or chemical reaction of the TNT when shocked to 30 GPa.112-121 

Efforts are in progress to better understand the underlying mechanisms that alter the MIR 

absorption spectra for shocked materials and will be published in the future. The MIR results 

presented in this paper are simply to demonstrate the technique and the application to probe 

materials under shocked conditions. As examples of the future utility of this technique, the MIR 

absorption spectra of shocked liquid samples have shown radically different behavior for reactive 

and unreactive materials.64, 100 

2.9 Synchronization of diagnostics to the shock 

Synchronization of the MIR beam to the shock drive, UDE, and VIS beams was performed 

using pump-probe reflectivity measurements of germanium placed at the sample location. The 

MIR reflectivity (probe) signal was monitored during a temporal scan of the chirped (pump) pulse. 

Temporal overlap between the MIR and the leading edge of the UDE spectrum was defined as the 

time when the probe beam signal changed from the baseline reflection signal by >3 standard 

deviations. It should be noted that germanium reflectivity initially decreased during temporal 

overlap, then increased at delays longer than shown in Fig. 23. MIR and VIS cross timing was 

achieved by visually monitoring the MIR reflectivity while adjusting a micrometer stage delaying 

the VIS pump. Achieving ps synchronicity of the MIR and VIS was straightforward as the temporal 

duration of both pulses were sub-ps. 

The VIS was synchronized with the UDE by crossing the beams in BBO (United Crystal 10 

x 10 x 6 mm, theta= 29.2º, phi=90º) and measuring the cross-correlation sum frequency generation 

signal. By spatially masking a small portion on one side of the UDE and the opposite side of the 

VIS, the beams could be crossed at the focus and the cross correlation signal spatially isolated and 

measured with an amplified photodiode (Thorlabs DET210), transmitted to an boxcar averager 

(Stanford Research Systems SR200) , and then to an analog math processor (Stanford Research 

Systems SR235) to further increase the signal to noise ratio. Fig. 23 illustrates that the cross-

correlation VIS/UDE method demonstrated the same delay as the germanium reflectivity 

UDE/MIR method once the VIS and MIR pulses were synchronized. 
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Figure 23 Top: MIR reflectivity using the LA UDE beam as the pump as a function of delay stage 
position. Bottom: cross correlation sum frequency generation between the LA UDE and VIS using 
BBO at the sample. Both signals change at 45 mm on the delay stage position, signaling the overlap 
of MIR with UDE and VIS with UDE. Cross-correlation measurements were notably slow 
compared to Ge reflectivity measurements requiring a few hours of data collection for cross 
correlation and ~15 minutes for Ge reflectivity. 

 

 The UDE to shock arrival time was then used to synchronize the MIR and VIS pulses to 

the shock. Fig. 24 illustrates how the sharp spectral edge of the UDE was signaled by the transition 

from noise to zero phase change, while the shock arrival was indicated by an increase in phase 

with time. This phase data was measured by LA UDE, and translated from pixels to wavelength 

to time using XFROG and the spectral calibrations described earlier. 
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Figure 24 Low angle UDE data determines the UDE to shock temporal offset. A small amount of 
pre pulse can be seen in the time before the shock arrival. 

2.10 Summary 

Common chirped pulse amplified ultrafast lasers can be utilized as shock generation 

platforms that allow easy integration of multiple diverse interferometric and spectroscopic 

diagnostics. Several such diagnostics have been developed and implemented, including ultrafast 

dynamic ellipsometry, visible transient absorption spectroscopy, and mid-infrared transient 

absorption spectroscopy. This paper details the methods used to integrate all of these techniques 

together for ultrafast studies of shock dynamics. UDE was developed to measure the shocked 

material state by characterizing the shock velocity, particle velocity, and shocked refractive index 

in a single shot on various organic materials, energetic materials, and metals. VIS transient 

absorption spectroscopy during shock loading was integrated to measure absorption changes in the 

visible spectral region from electronic structure changes or strongly absorbing products and 

intermediates, which have been observed in several cases where chemical products are formed 

picoseconds behind the shock front. Broadband MIR transient absorption spectroscopy based on a 

two color filamentation supercontinuum source and low cost thermal imaging microbolometer 

camera allowed measurements of shock induced changes to vibrational spectra, especially as the 

result of shock-induced chemical reaction. All of the methods can be performed in a single shot 

shock experiment on micron scale samples using techniques that are accessible to small scale 
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ultrafast laser laboratories, and allow measurement of the very fast chemistry and material 

dynamics occurring in picoseconds following a compressive shock in a variety of materials. 
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 ULTRAFAST MID-INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY ON THIN FILMS 
OF TNT 

3.1 Introduction 

The chemistry during detonation of high explosives (HE) is not well understood even though 

detonable materials have been used for centuries. Various theories exist that predict reaction 

mechanisms; however, there are few direct experimental measurements of the chemical reactions 

prevalent during shocks.1-6 Even such a ubiquitous HE as trinitrotoluene (TNT) has little definitive 

information regarding initiation chemistry with competing theories from experiments and models 

that suggest dimerization through Diels-Alder reactions, nitrite (NO2) isomerization, and HONO 

elimination as possible mechanisms.7-13  

The aim of this research is to gain insight into initiation chemistry of explosives namely, 

TNT, through ultrafast broadband mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy. TNT was chosen as it 

produced transparent and relatively uniform thin films when spin cast, a useful trait for the probing 

techniques available. Thin films of HE were shocked via laser drive through an aluminum 

transduction layer and probed by ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry (UDE), visible transient 

absorption spectroscopy (VIS), and MIR absorption spectroscopy. Through the combination of 

these techniques shock dynamics, electronic transitions, and functional groups can be probed on 

ps time scales. This work was presented at the 16th International Detonation Symposium (IDS), in 

Cambridge Maryland, July 2018, as well as featured in the conference proceedings for IDS. 

3.2 Experimental  

3.2.1 Thin film preparation  

Samples were prepared in a similar method to that performed by McGrane et. al.14, 15 TNT was 

dissolved into acetone at 10% by mass. This produced thin films of approximately two micron 

thickness. Film thickness of 1-2 µm was selected based on estimated shock velocities (about 7 

µm/ns, or 2.3 µm/300 ps) and sustained shock duration from the shock drive laser (300 ps). Films 

of HE were spin cast onto 25.4 mm diameter sapphire substrates (Esco Optics, not oriented) coated 

with 1.5-2.5 µm of aluminum. Measurements of the HE film thickness was accomplished using 
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white light reflectivity (Filmetrics) with sample thickness being uniform to within a few percent 

across the entire substrate. Samples appeared to be polycrystalline when observed under a 

microscope. The sample was affixed to a translational stage in both vertical and horizontal 

directions to allow for 100s of shots to be performed on one substrate. See Fig. 25 for an example 

of the sample geometry used in experiments. 

 

Figure 25 Sample geometry with probing beams shown. Films were spin cast onto 0.5 mm sapphire 
substrates coated with 2 µm of aluminum. 

3.3 Laser techniques employed 

Figure 5 has a detailed schematic of the laser techniques used for these experiments. The 

laser shock drive experiment has been described in great detail in several previous works.16-21 

Briefly, a flash lamp pumped 10 Hz Ti-Sapphire chirped pulse amplifier (TSA-25) was used to 

generate the five laser beams used in these experiments. Prior to compression of a pulse, a 60% 

beamsplitter was placed in the beam path to pick off part of the uncompressed pulse (300 ps in 

duration) to operate the shock drive and ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry technique. Spectrally, the 

leading edge of the uncompressed pulse was clipped with a shortpass filter to give a sharp rise time 

(~5 ps) for producing the shock at the substrate. The shock drive pulse was focused to 150 µm 

FWHM at the sample with tunable energies from 0.5-8 mJ. This allowed for a wide range of 

achievable shock pressures from 10-40 GPa. UDE was performed at 0° and 65° to probe for phase 

shifts which have been shown through fitting and optimization via thin film equations to yield 

shock refractive indices, shock, and particle velocities.14, 19, 21 Notably, the 65° UDE data was not 
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analyzable due to localized surface roughness scattering the sample illumination source prior to 

data collection. 

 The rest of the pulse was compressed to ~120 fs and further split by an external 75% beam 

splitter to generate the beams for the two transient absorption spectroscopy techniques: mid-

infrared (MIR) and visible (VIS). Generation of the VIS beam was completed by focusing part of 

the compressed pulse (a few microjoules) into 12 mm of CaF2, generating wavelengths of 450-700 

nm. A reference pulse was used to normalize shot to shot variation from the generation mechanism. 

Absorbance, which is defined by eqn. 10, was measured at 50 ps intervals to track changes in 

electronic absorptions, which may be important in initiation chemistry.4, 5, 22 Interpretation of 

broadband VIS spectra is difficult with peaks and features not being chemically specific; however, 

minor changes in absorbance in VIS can suggest structural and chemical changes when combined 

with UDE.17, 18 More detailed information on the VIS technique can be found in previous literature. 
17-19, 23 

New to the experimental apparatus is the MIR generation technique. A four wave 

difference frequency generation via filamentation (FWDFGF) approach has been adapted from 

Nomura. et. al. to generate broadband MIR radiation.24 In these experiments the optics necessary 

for MIR generation were simplified by removal of the delay crystal and dual waveplate using only 

a 1 m focal length silver mirror (Newport) and BBO (Eskma Optics 15 x 15 x 0.1). This led to a 

factor of about five increase in signal count from MIR generated by the filament when compared 

to generation that include the delay crystal and dual waveplate. Direct detection of the MIR 

radiation was preferential by using a microbolometer and MIR spectrometer. This approach to 

generate MIR was taken in opposition to using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to increase 

spectral range detectable in a single shot. Wavelengths of 5-20 micron were generated with this 

approach. Filamentation yields a toroidal spatial profile for the generated MIR radiation. It has 

been shown that the focus of a torus produces a spherical Bessel function, which is also its Fourier 

transform.25 In order to minimize spot size at the sample we spatially filtered the MIR using a 150 

µm pinhole at the focus of a 100 mm lens to remove the rings surrounding the peak, which yields 

approximately a Lorentzian beam profile. The beam was split prior to probing the sample with a 

germanium window with one side having an anti-reflective (AR) coating. This forms a reference 

pulse and sample pulse in order to normalize shot to shot variation. For this paper the reference 
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was neglected for data analysis as energy fluctuations were not observed to change strongly (>10% 

fluctuation). Shot to shot variations affected the spectral normalization of the pre-shot pulses. 

 The sample portion was focused by a 75 mm Zn-Se achromat lens to a spot size of 75 

micrometers FWHM and then imaged and dispersed at the MIR spectrometer. The MIR 

spectrometer consisted of a 90° Zn-Se prism (ISP) using a 450 edge to disperse at a right angle into 

a 65 mm focal length ZnSe lens that focused the spectrum onto a microbolometer (FLIR AX5). 

Spectral range for the MIR was limited to from 750-1250 cm-1 due to the AR coating on the Zn-

Se lenses used as well as the filter coated onto the microbolometer itself.  

3.4 Results 

VIS and MIR were recorded for thin films of TNT shocked with 5 mJ from the drive laser, 

which corresponds to ~30 GPa. This value was calculated by impedance matching from a 

measurement of the aluminum free surface velocity to the shock velocity curve using reported 

Hugoniots.26 About 25 shots were averaged at each time delay. VIS data are presented in a similar 

manner to previous experiments.17-19 Notably, a broad feature is observed with an increase in 

absorbance as time progresses for TNT using VIS. MIR results also suggest a large absorptive 

feature that increases with time; however, the peaks in the measured spectral range can be observed 

to be decreasing as the broad absorption features increase. 

Figure 26 shows the VIS absorption results and Figs. 27-29 show the MIR absorption results 

for TNT. Both techniques show differences in absorptions beginning around 200 ps. The increase 

in absorbance at later times can be attributed to changes in the TNT film when combined with Fig. 

27-29. 

 

Figure 26 VIS results for TNT. Broadband absorption features increase as more material is 
shocked. Time steps were recorded at ~50 ps intervals except for -100 and 400 ps delay. 
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Shocked MIR spectra showed increased absorption features at later times, shown in Figs. 27-

29, similar to VIS. Available to our spectral region are three modes for TNT with mode 

assignments from Nash et. al.27 Two CN stretches were available with one at 935 cm-1 and the 

other at 980 cm-1. The ring breathing mode at 1075 cm-1 is also available. The peaks decreased at 

about the same rate as the broadband features came in.  

 

 

Figure 27 Transmission spectra of shocked TNT. The CN mode at 935 cm-1 shows less changes 
than that at 980 cm-1, while the ring breathing mode at 1075 cm-1 shows significant changes as 
more material is shocked. 
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Figure 28 Normalized transmission spectra for three select time delays for MIR shocked to ~30 
GPa. Preshock spectra are different at each time delay as shot to shot variability of the MIR was 
not accounted for in this series. Modes available decreased in peak absorption while a broad 
absorption feature grew as the shock consumed more material. 

 

Figure 29 Color map of the normalized transmission spectra of Fig. 28, but with all time delays. 
The ring breathing mode (1075 cm-1) strongly changes in transmission compared to the two CN 
modes. The changes begin at 200 ps at the same time when VIS changes start. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Several mechanisms exist that could be suggestive of why vibrational absorption changes 

occur during shock compression of the TNT film. Vibrational ladders, inhomogeneous broadening, 

vibrational hot bands, chemical reaction, or thin film interference effects are possible mechanisms 

that can contribute to vibrational absorption changes.2, 17, 18, 28, 29 For MIR, the decrease in the peaks, 

and increase in broad absorptive features is suggestive of reactants being consumed. VIS results 

complement this as electronic absorptions increase continually during the shock duration 
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indicating electronically absorptive species are forming during the shock. Future experiments are 

necessary to determine what effect may be dominant for the thin films as well as probe for shock 

dynamics at times beyond the sustained shock to further characterize absorption changes during 

compression and after release. Shock compression effects on spectral changes also need to be 

measured and accounted for at pressures below the reaction threshold. Determination of these 

effects on the MIR spectra may help in determining the type of chemical changes in initiation 

chemistry for TNT. It should be noted the data presented in Chapter 3 was very preliminary and 

speculative. More definitive results on the shock chemistry of TNT will be presented in Chapter 

5. 
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 INSIGHT INTO THE CHEMISTRY OF PETN UNDER SHOCK 
COMPRESSION THROUGH ULTRAFAST BROADBAND MID-

INFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 

4.1 Introduction 

Large quantities of high explosives (HE) are used on an annual basis at the global scale. 

Applications vary from mining, pyrotechnics, defense, or more exotic applications like micro-

electromechanical materials (MEMS).1 The initial chemical reactions that occur immediately 

following a shock wave are not well understood, but are the extremely important first steps in the 

chemistry that allows HE to release energy. To build models capable of predicting HE performance, 

we need insight into the chemical pathways followed when the HE is subjected to conditions 

similar to detonation. HE near detonation temperatures and pressures can be studied with 

explosively or gas gun driven plate impact experiments.2-31 Chemical reactions can be inferred 

from equation of state measurements.2-10, 12-15 However, the interpretation of experimental 

measurements that only indirectly observe chemical reactions in situ is typically complicated.16-23 

Alternatively, engineering and physics models are capable of predicting HE performance; however, 

they rely on making assumptions to fill in critical information gaps, like equation of state and 

chemical pathways, that have not been measured experimentally. Simulations have been able to 

predict the chemical dynamics of HE,32-37 but lack direct experimental evidence at relevant length 

and time scales to confirm the results.  

An important and common HE in defense applications is pentaerythritol tetranitrate 

(PETN).4, 10 PETN is commonly used in detonators and in detonating cord. Significant 

experimental efforts have been undertaken to determine the important intermediate molecules 

involved in PETN shock chemistry. Several mechanisms have been proposed, including NO2 

scission,38-41 NO3 scission,40, 42, 43 HNO3 formation,44 HONO elimination,44 C-C bond cleavage or 

CH2ONO2 formation,40 conformational and phase changes,16, 17, 45-51 or vibrational energy transfer 

and electronic structure changes.52 Of particular interest are the results from Ng et al. which 

suggested NO2 elimination was dominant at slow heating rates, NO3 elimination was dominant at 

fast heating rates like those induced by a laser, and C-C bond cleavage was dominant during high 

energy fracture mechanisms similar to explosively driven impactors or gas guns.40 A similar result 

was found by Tailleur et al. through nanosecond Raman spectroscopy.52 Results from Dreger et al. 
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and Grudzkov et al. suggested NO3 elimination and subsequent NO2 formation as an important 

intermediate reaction in gas gun experiments.38, 41, 43, 53 Modeling suggests similar chemical paths 

to the experimental list above: NO2 scission,33-35, 54, 55 NO3 scission,35, 37, 55 NO formation,36 HONO 

elimination,33 H-ion formation,35 O-radical formation,35 C-C bond cleavage or CH2ONO2 

formation.35 Determination of the dominant mechanism under shock conditions requires 

diagnostics with chemical specificity coupled to experiments with resolution commensurate to 

reactive chemical time and length scales. It has been shown that adding such spectroscopic 

diagnostics to shock experiments is achievable through the use of ultrafast lasers.56 

In this study, the LANL laser shock apparatus was used to shock compress thin films of 

crystalline PETN on ultrafast time scales measured out to 250 ps with 25 ps time steps, while 

probing the sample for electronic and vibrational spectroscopic changes. Shock and particle 

velocities were obtained using ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry (UDE). Complementary to the UDE 

shock characterization were two spectroscopic probes: visible white light (VIS) and ultrafast 

broadband mid-infrared (MIR) absorption. These techniques were used to observe the shocked 

electronic and vibrational spectroscopic changes in PETN and thereby determine the chemical 

species present in shocked PETN and assess possible reaction pathways. 

4.2 Experimental methods 

The laser driven shock apparatus has multiple diagnostics available that have been detailed 

in various publications over several years.56-77 A single pulse from a Ti:Sapphire chirped pulse 

amplifier (CPA) was used to simultaneously generate the shock, characterize the shock, and 

generate spectroscopic probe beams for electronic and vibrational absorption spectroscopy. An in-

depth description of how each beam is generated and used can be found elsewhere.56 

Recently, there have been several notable improvements to the shock generation and 

diagnostic portions of the experiment in this laboratory. First, the laser system was upgraded from 

a 25 mJ, 110 fs CPA system (Spectra Physics TSA 50 CPA) to a 13 mJ, 35 fs CPA (Coherent 

Legend Elite Duo HE+ USP-III). This change introduced temporally shorter chirped pulses (300 

ps to 150 ps), but also spectrally broader beams (12 nm to 35 nm FWHM). The temporal duration 

of the chirped laser pulse is directly related to the supported shock duration.56-60, 68, 71, 76 The 

broader spectrum of the compressed pulse primarily affected the MIR generation mechanism. 

There was no noticeable difference between the spectrum of the VIS radiation produced using the 
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new CPA and the VIS radiation generated using the previous system. Previous experiments were 

limited to generating and detecting MIR in the spectral range of 700-1400 cm-1.56, 61, 66 Using the 

spectrally broader compressed pulses, implementing a calcite delay crystal and a dual waveplate,78-

80 and using an uncoated microbolometer array (INO Microcam-384i), generation and detection 

MIR radiation in two ranges was possible: 1150-3000 cm-1 (low frequency range) or 1450-3800 

cm-1 (high frequency range). The spectrum could not be simultaneously optimized over the entire 

range from 1150 to 3800 cm-1, so these two ranges were used to achieve the optimal signal to noise. 

The MIR spectrometer resolution was on average ~10 cm-1 per pixel in the low frequency range, 

and ~25 cm-1 per pixel in the high frequency region. In the low frequency region, NO2 stretches, 

CH2 bending modes, and the CO2 region can be observed simultaneously. The high frequency 

region permitted probing of the anti-symmetric NO2 stretch, CO2 stretch, and the CH-, NH-, and 

OH-stretch regions (2800-3000, 3000-3200, 3200-3500 cm-1 respectively). The MIR absorption 

spectrum of the shocked PETN was measured simultaneously with the VIS absorption spectrum. 

Spectroscopic measurements for an experiment were measured for a time delayed series that 

consisted of 25 ps time steps from -50 to 250 ps with respect to the shock entrance into the sample. 

Although the shock was sustained for ~150 ps, time delays were measured to 250 ps to understand 

changes during shock release of the sample as the shock reaches the front surface of the PETN 

film sending a rarefaction wave back into the sample. Averaged for each time step were 25 shots, 

making 325 total shots for an experiment. Two experiments could be completed per 25.4 mm 

diameter substrate and two substrates were used for each pressure range totaling four experiments 

per pressure range. These data sets were then averaged to give an averaged response for each 

pressure range. 

Additionally, a flat top spatial beam shaping optic (Newport GBS-AR16) was placed into 

the chirped pulse path and imaged at a magnification of 30:1 onto the sample by a 250 mm 

achromatic lens to a spot diameter of ~120 µm. The sample experienced a near uniform pressure 

across the spatial region sampled by the spectroscopic probes using the flat top beam shaper; thus, 

pressure convolution in our spectroscopic measurements was avoided.56, 61 Shown in Fig. 30 is the 

comparisons between the gaussian beam shape and the flat top beam shape, as well as phase 

information (related to shock pressure). Achievable free surface velocities in the aluminum drive 

layer were in the range of 0.5 km/s to 6 km/s, which, when impedance matched to an extrapolated 

unreacted PETN Hugoniot, produced pressures ranging from ~3-55 GPa in PETN. The driver layer 
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particle velocities used in these experiments can be found in Table 1. UDE was used to characterize 

the shock state was measured immediately prior to the spectroscopy measurements on the same 

sample and substrate (see below in section 4.3.1). 

 

Figure 30 (Top) Gaussian profile of shock drive beam at sample with lineout (center) and phase 
(right) behavior. Phase shifts are directly related to pressure induced. (Bottom) Flat top profile of 
shock drive beam at the sample location with lineout (center) and phase behavior (right). 
 

Samples consisted of three layers: 0.5 mm of sapphire, nominally 1 µm of vapor-deposited 

aluminum, and nominally 1 µm crystalline PETN. The starting PETN was recrystallized to remove 

contaminants present from PETN production. The PETN was then dissolved in acetone to create 

a solution of ~16% PETN in acetone by mass. The solution was spin cast onto a heated substrate 

in a small vented cup to crash out microcrystals of PETN. 150 µL of solution was deposited 

through the vented cup at the very start of spinning. The surface temperature of the substrate was 

measured to be 40 ºC by a thermal camera and a thermocouple. Important spin casting parameters 

were speed, acceleration, and spin duration which were 1500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, and 15 s, respectively. 

Thicker films could be achieved using more concentrated solution or changing spinning 
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parameters to be slower; however, light scattering from larger needle-like crystals impeded white 

light interference measurements leading to error-prone measurements of film thickness when 

samples were spun at slower rates. A small region of the PETN was removed from the substrate 

with a cotton swab and acetone to allow measurement of the free surface velocity of the aluminum 

drive layer, which was subsequently used for impedance matching the drive layer in order to 

complement the UDE measurements. Typical thicknesses of PETN were in the range of 0.8 µm to 

1.3 µm as measured by a white light interferometer, assuming a refractive index of 1.55 for 

crystalline PETN. The PETN thin films were determined to be PETN without impurities by 

comparing the MIR spectra obtained using a commercial Fourier transform infrared spectrometer 

(FTIR) in reflection mode to recrystallized PETN in a KBr pellet, shown in Fig. 31.4 The exact 

homolog content of the PETN used was indeterminant as FTIR spectra of PETN compared to its 

homologs are almost identical.4, 81 Nevertheless, it is suggested that the PETN crystals that were 

spin-cast out of solution were PETN I, as PETN II and III are unstable at room temperature and 

pressure and revert to PETN I at those conditions.48, 82 

 

Figure 31 FTIR comparison of spin cast films and recrystallized PETN pressed in KBr. 

 

High resolution white light confocal microscopy and FTIR microscopy were used to 

characterize the ambient PETN films for sample uniformity and crystal orientation and can be seen 

in Fig. 32. A mix of <25 to 100 µm crystals existed on a single substrate with two particular 

microstructures that appear needle-like (Fig. 32, top) or brick-like in shape (Fig. 32, bottom). 

Strong differences were present in the microstructure of these samples when observed via 

microscopy like that of Fig. 33. There were significant microstructural, and sub-micrometer-scale 
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features present on the substrates that were smaller than the shock diameter. These features were 

considered to be unresolved on the scale of our experiment as the shock generated was ~120 µm 

in diameter, which was the same diameter probed by the FTIR microscope. Further, changes in 

microstructure were averaged over with 25 sequential shots per time delay. Notably, there was no 

observable difference in crystal orientation or polymorphism of the PETN between substrates as 

noted by the FTIR microscope traces at various positions in Fig. 32. Changes in FTIR absorptions 

were mostly due to thickness variations across the sample and the corresponding thin film 

interference effects. 

 

Figure 32 (left) Microscope images of two PETN substrates with varying crystal structures. 
Observable are thin “needle-like” platelets as seen in the red circles top image, “brick-like” 
platelets, and microcrystal as in the red and blue circles respectively in the bottom image. (right) 
FTIR microscope traces of various crystals on the substrates. There are minimal differences in 
shape, only in absorption strength, in the FTIR traces between the positions on each substrate, even 
though the microstructures look different. Highlighted regions enclosed by the red and blue circles 
are a similar size as the shock diameter. 

FTIR
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Figure 33 Post-mortem microscope image of an area subjected to shocks. Areas shocked show 
significant microscale features which were averaged over. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Shock state determination 

Particle and shock velocities were measured in PETN using impedance matching and low-

angle (LA) UDE. High angle UDE was not performed on these samples as the sample roughness 

and microstructure increased scattering and degraded high angle imaging compared to 

homogenous materials. LA-UDE and ultrafast spectral interferometry (USI) fitting methods, 

which are similar in many regards,56, 83 were attempted; however; both fitting methods were largely 

unsuccessful due to sample roughness. When the LA-UDE and USI data fits were deficient, the 

shock pressure was estimated by impedance matching the free surface velocity of aluminum to an 

extrapolated linear fit (in the shock velocity-particle velocity plane) of the unreactive Hugoniot for 

single crystal PETN. The shock and particle velocities displayed in Fig. 34 are: single crystal data 

from Marsh, single crystal data from Dick, ultrafast measurements of shocked PETN from Park et 

al., UDE data at high pressure (35-40 GPa) from this study, and impedance matched values of the 

aluminum drive layer from our experiment to single crystal data from Marsh.10, 17, 84 UDE and 

impedance matched values are available in tabular form in Table 1. Reported are data in four 

pressure ranges in these experiments: low (3-6 GPa), medium (30-35 GPa), high (35-40 GPa), and 
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extreme (50-55 GPa). These pressure regimes were selected to correspond to anticipated chemical 

reaction regions where there should be no reaction at low pressure, some reaction at medium and 

high pressure, and faster, stronger, reaction at extreme pressure. Example LA UDE data fits in the 

high pressure region are shown in Fig. 35, which correspond to a shock pressure of ~34 GPa. 

Impedance matched pressures were found to be at most ~18% higher than those measured through 

UDE and USI. This error is likely due to the linear extrapolation of the Hugoniot assumed. USI 

fitted results were <5% different from UDE results when both were used. 

 

Figure 34 Shock and particle velocities from these experiments compared to previously published 
data. Values measured in these experiments were impedance matched to a linear extrapolation of 
single crystal data from Marsh.10 
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Figure 35 Low angle UDE fits to both the phase and derivative in the high pressure region (35-40 
GPa). Using the crystal density of PETN this shock and particle velocity corresponded to 34 GPa. 
Impedance matched values for this substrate were ~40 GPa. 
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Table 1 UDE impedance matched points for the substrates in this study, ufs: free surface velocity 
of the aluminum layer, up: impedance matched particle velocity of aluminum ufs into PETN, us: 
impedance matched shock velocity of aluminum ufs into PETN, P: pressure as calculated by P = 
rusup, where r is the density of PETN which was assumed to be crystal density of 1.77 g/cm3. 

Film Identifier ufs (km/s) up (km/s) us (km/s) P (GPa) 
Film 16 (Extreme 1) 5.552 3.288 8.810 51.3 
 5.336 3.171 8.598 48.3 
 5.627 3.315 8.860 52.0 
 5.458 3.169 8.598 48.2 
Film 19 (Extreme 2) 5.675 3.354 8.935 53.0 
 5.632 3.329 8.907 52.5 
 5.968 3.511 9.231 57.4 
 5.916 3.484 9.172 56.6 
Film 21 (Medium 1) 4.375 2.627 7.602 35.3 
 4.266 2.578 7.483 34.1 
 4.422 2.675 7.665 36.3 
 4.051 2.465 7.268 31.7 
 4.193 2.547 7.451 33.6 
Film 22 (Medium 2) 3.874 2.328 7.034 29.0 
 4.004 2.378 7.114 29.9 
 3.944 2.397 7.177 30.5 
 3.819 2.342 7.053 29.2 
 3.93 2.403 7.171 30.5 
Film 13 (Low 1) 0.812 0.566 3.754 3.8 
 0.884 0.574 3.749 3.8 
 0.927 0.635 3.87 4.3 
 0.806 0.539 3.738 3.6 
 0.912 0.521 3.640 3.4 
Film 15 (Low 1) 1.189 0.801 4.189 5.9 
 1.097 0.709 3.97 5.0 
 1.181 0.800 4.189 5.9 
 1.203 0.816 4.238 6.1 
Film 18 (High 1) 4.696 2.795 7.891 39.0 
 4.841 2.883 8.035 41.0 
 4.916 2.881 8.041 41.0 
 4.682 2.687 7.710 36.7 
Film 20 (High 2) 4.754 2.855 8.014 40.5 
 4.629 2.693 7.676 36.6 
 4.455 2.615 7.567 35.0 
 4.691 2.789 7.902 39.0 
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4.3.2 Visible (VIS) transient absorption spectroscopy 

Visible transient absorption spectroscopy measurements were taken at 25 ps time steps 

from -50 ps to 250 ps time delay relative to the shock arrival at the aluminum/PETN interface for 

each pressure range. The resulting VIS absorbance spectra can be seen in Fig. 36. While the shock 

transits the film in 110 ps (extreme pressure) to 250 ps (low pressure), later time delays were also 

measured to observe effects that occur during shock release of the sample to help separate any 

reversible pressure-induced changes from chemistry effects. Examples of shock and release effects 

can be viewed in Chapter 5 in Figs. 46 and 47 for trinitrotoluene. There were no significant visible 

absorption changes observed in the low pressure case; the small (<3%) changes were most likely 

due to roughening of the aluminum layer.56 For the medium, high, and extreme pressure cases, an 

increasing absorption feature grew during the shock and did not recover upon release. The high 

and extreme pressure spectra had slightly higher absorbances in blue wavelength regions. 

 

Figure 36 VIS absorption images for the pressure ranges measured in the experiment. VIS 
absorptions scale as a function of pressure with absorption of 3% at 4 GPa and 60% absorption at 
52 GPa. 

4.3.3 Mid-infrared (MIR) transient absorption spectroscopy 

The low frequency range MIR shocked spectra, lineouts at three specific time delays, and 

specific bond behavior under the low, medium, and extreme pressure regions are presented in Figs. 

37-39. This frequency range covers several bonds of interest in PETN: the symmetric NO2 stretch 

(ns-NO2) at 1280 cm-1, CH2 wag and rock at 1400 and 1450 cm-1 respectively, and the anti-

symmetric NO2 stretch (na-NO2) at 1650 cm-1.49, 85 Decreasing transmission is equivalent to 

32 GPa 37 GPa 52 GPa4 GPa
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increased absorption, which is the parameter used in descriptions for subsequent figures and 

discussion, like those seen in Fig. 37. To observe spectral changes as a function of pressure, three 

lineouts were selected from the plots in Fig. 37 at time delays of 0, 100, and 200 ps to show 

transmission of the MIR in static PETN, during the shock wave, and during release of the material; 

these are shown in Fig. 38. The CO2 artifact is observable at 2350 cm-1. Due to the presence of 

ambient CO2 in the laboratory air there is always a residual in the normalization process. It is 

difficult to differentiate if CO2 is being generated from chemical reactions in these experiments, 

or if absorptions change based on ambient concentration changes from experiment to experiment. 

Since the MIR vibrations of PETN showed pressure-induced frequency shifts of less than 30 cm-

1, a vertical lineout in the time dimension was used to compare the behavior of the NO2 bonds of 

shocked PETN as shown in Fig. 39. The pressure shifted behavior in these experiments is small 

compared to static high pressure experiments where pressure shifts were measured to be 2 cm-

1/GPa for the ns-NO2 and 0.9-3.18 cm-1/GPa for na-NO2;45-47, 50 however, this phenomenon is 

commonly observed with the increased temperature in a dynamic experiment.65, 67, 86-88 

Additionally for the reactive cases, the amount of shocked PETN compared to ambient and 

product/intermediate materials results in very small contributions to the total infrared absorption 

spectrum.89 There were minimal pressure induced frequency shifts, of at most 40 cm-1, of the nitro-

stretches over 250 ps. Similar comparisons of shocked spectra are shown in Fig. 40 for the high 

frequency region. 
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Figure 37 Shocked transmission spectra of PETN for three pressure ranges: low, medium, and 
extreme. Transmission changes do not appear to happen at 4 GPa. A decreased transmission, or 
increased absorbance, feature appears and grows in the 32 GPa case for the na-NO2 and not the ns-
NO2. This increased absorbance is enhanced in the 52 GPa case. 
 

 

Figure 38 Lineouts corresponding to three specific time delay regions: prior to the shock entering 
the sample 0, 100, and 200 ps later. Similar to Fig. 37 there is minimal change at low pressure, 
significant changes at medium pressure, and enhanced changes at extreme pressure. ns-NO2 and 
na-NO2 show similar trends at low pressure, but altered behavior at reactive pressures. There is a 
feature that grows on the red-edge of the CO2 stretch at reactive pressures. 

32 GPa4 GPa 52 GPa

32 GPa4 GPa 52 GPa
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Figure 39 Comparison of the behavior of the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 at three pressures. At low 
pressures the two bonds change in the same direction. At reactive pressures (medium and greater) 
there is an almost opposite behavior between the two bonds. Reactions show some delay at medium 
pressure and are almost prompt at extreme pressure. 
 

 

Figure 40 Shocked transmission spectra (left), specific bond lineouts (center), and three selected 
time delay lineouts for the high pressure (~37 GPa) high frequency region case. The high frequency 
region allowed access to observe the CH-, NH-, and OH- stretches. No strongly absorbing 
intermediates were observed for the OH, NH, and CH region. A shoulder did appear near the CO2 
stretch similar to low frequency reactive regimes. 

32 GPa4 GPa 52 GPa
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Shock state determination: UDE, USI, and impedance matching 

Sample roughness accounted for most of the difficulty in measuring shock and particle 

velocities in these experiments. Shocks averaged over multiple crystals with multiple 

microstructures, like those shown in Fig. 33. Similar difficulties associated with UDE 

measurements on thin crystalline films of RDX and PETN were encountered previously in this lab, 

requiring the impedance matching technique to determine the shock state.70 UDE data were able 

to be fit for the high pressure case, which yielded at most 18% lower pressures than the impedance 

matched points. Again, this difference is most likely due to the linear extrapolation of the assumed 

unreactive Hugionot for PETN where measured points do not exist. Since samples were not 

perfectly matched there was a spread in measured pressures within each pressure regime even with 

impedance matching. This fact did not adversely affect the VIS and MIR absorption spectroscopies 

as spectroscopic results looked nearly identical as observed changes were consistent between 

experiments and substrates even though the impedance matched pressure values were different by 

up to 10% between substrates. It is posited that pressures calculated from impedance matching of 

an extrapolated single crystal PETN Hugoniot are higher than UDE measurements, but are a 

reasonable state determination for these spectroscopic measurements. For UDE points measured 

in the high pressure region, the shock velocities were higher for each particle velocity than those 

measured by Park et al. for similar time and length scales, possibly attributable to differences in 

sample morphology. PETN films used in these experiments consisted of randomly oriented 

microcrystals with sizes ranging from <25 µm to 100 µm. The films used by Park et al. were more 

uniform with nano-scale crystal packing and a known crystal orientation.84 Spin-cast PETN films 

had a random orientation of larger crystals with micrometer-scale features. Orientation effects for 

the reactivity of PETN are known to result in almost a factor of 3 difference in shock sensitivity.16, 

17 For a randomly oriented distribution of crystals there could be a mix of more and less sensitive 

crystals, so that measurements would be an average of those properties for PETN films like those 

used in these experiments. 
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4.4.2 VIS transient absorption spectroscopy 

Often we observed in the VIS spectra the characteristic transmission oscillations typical of 

thin film interference effects. An example of this effect can be seen in Fig. 41 for an extreme 

pressure case at a time delay of 100 ps into the shock. These effects are smoothed over in the 

averaged data reported above, since the films were not uniform across the substrate so that multiple 

thicknesses are probed at a single time delay. Averaging over multiple sample locations removed 

this coherent interference effect, and the averaged result agrees well with previous research.16, 17, 

28, 41, 43 At the 3-6 GPa low pressure, the VIS spectra showed no significant absorption 

(approximately 3%) across the entire wavelength range, indicating no sample changes beyond 

roughening of the aluminum drive layer. At the 30-35 GPa medium pressure, the VIS absorption 

results showed a broad absorbance similar to that observed by Dreger et al., but at significantly 

earlier times due to the much higher single shock pressures in our experiments.16, 17, 43 It has been 

shown before for reactive liquids and solids that a stronger shock on ps time scales is required to 

obtain Hugoniot and VIS absorption results similar to longer time scale experiments.62-64, 69, 70 High 

and extreme pressure VIS results displayed an increased absorbance over the medium pressure 

case, indicating faster reactions. Absorbances for all three “reactive” cases show absorbances that 

do not decrease (and perhaps even increase) in optical density after the shock has transited the 

sample and the release wave begins, typically at 110-140 ps time delay for reactive cases. We 

attributed these changes in absorbance to chemistry induced in the sample, as has been observed 

in several other materials using this method.64, 70 
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Figure 41 VIS images from extreme pressures. The oscillatory behavior is due to thin film 
interference effects from the ~1 µm film of PETN. These shots were approximately 2 mm apart 
on the sample and notably show different oscillation frequency prior to, and during the shock. 

4.4.3 MIR transient absorption spectroscopy 

Data at each time delay were averaged over 25 shots and four experiments with two 

experiments collected on one substrate. This averaging over multiple thicknesses (800-1300 nm) 

for the time delays probed was responsible for averaging out any thin film interference effects. In 

the low frequency MIR region, at low pressures there was at most a 10% change in the spectrum 

as the PETN was shocked and released (see Figs 37 and 38). The ns-NO2 and na-NO2 bands (1280 

and 1650 cm-1 respectively) showed similar trends to each other with a slight decrease in 
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transmission. Notably, the transmission outside of the resonance peaks decreased by a similar 

quantity to the two nitro stretches, indicating the data can be explained by increasing sample 

surface roughness reflectivity decrease or increasing sample light scattering with time after the 

shock. The shocked material experienced a small temperature increase due to shock compression, 

which produced a small amount of broadening and shifting of the vibrational bands. It has been 

shown in several static high pressure experiments that NO2 stretches demonstrate weak shifting 

and broadening for low pressures of 2 and 0.9-3 cm-1/GPa for the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 respectively, 

but also changes in absorption magnitude similar to these experiments.38, 45-47, 50, 51 Due to the 

infrared spectral resolution capabilities of the prism spectrometer and the INO detector used in 

these experiments, resolving shifts of ~10 cm-1 was not feasible.  

In the case of medium pressures, there were observable changes in the spectral features as 

the sample was shocked into a reactive regime. The spectral regions at the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 

modes showed nearly opposite MIR absorption behavior with time delay starting at about 75 ps, 

as the ns-NO2 peak shows a slightly decreasing absorption, while the spectral region at the na-NO2 

peak features a strongly increasing absorption. These spectral changes did not recover after the 

release from the PETN/air surface, which was consistent with the VIS results, i.e., irreversible 

chemical changes were induced in the sample. The difference in behavior of the NO2 stretches is 

consistent with the occurrence of a chemical reaction. The CH2 wag and stretch peaks at 1400 and 

1450 cm-1 also appear to be decreasing in intensity; however, given the signal to noise of those 

peaks it is difficult to draw any conclusions about whether the origin of those changes is from 

chemistry or sample pressure induced variations or a combination of the two. Also noteworthy in 

this MIR frequency range is the CO2 stretch region (2350 cm-1), like that seen in Fig. 38. It is 

difficult to make any determination of absolute CO2 changes in these experiments as CO2 was 

present in the laboratory atmosphere making absolute normalization difficult. There was, however, 

a notable increased absorption on the red edge of the CO2 stretch from ~2100-2250 cm-1. This 

change could be from shifting, broadening, and/or generation of CO2 from the experiment, but the 

lack of new absorption at 3600 cm-1 strongly suggests this is not the case.90, 91 Rather, this change 

is most likely due to formation of an intermediate consistent with N2O91, 92 or CºO absorption 

spectra.91, 93 

To substantiate that the observed changes in the MIR and VIS spectra presented above 

were from chemistry and not other mechanisms like frequency dependent thin film interference or 
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vibrational hot bands,52, 65, 67, 72, 86, 88 we increased the shock drive laser energy to provoke strong 

chemical changes. Pressures achieved from impedance matching in the extreme pressure case 

ranged from 50-55 GPa, and the spectral data are shown in Figs. 37 and 38. Larger and faster 

changes were observed in the MIR spectra for this pressure range compared to the medium 

pressure. Similar trends were observed in the MIR for the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 band regions, where 

the ns-NO2 showed either a slight decrease in absorption or minimal change with time delay, while 

the na-NO2 showed a strongly absorbing feature that started almost immediately (25-50 ps). This 

na-NO2 band region behavior did not recover after release, and actually increased in absorption. 

This result was again complementary to the VIS spectroscopy results where large absorption 

changes were observed promptly following the introduction of the shock and increased even after 

shock release. At frequencies higher than the NO2 stretch, a relatively broad absorptive feature 

was observed over the entire spectral range even in a range where CHNO bonds have no strong 

absorptions. The change in the spectral range greater than the NO2 stretch could be attributable to 

strong scattering changes in the MIR. Another notable feature was the increased absorption on the 

red-edge of the CO2 stretch, similar but stronger than was observed in the medium pressure case.  

For the high pressure experiments performed using the high frequency MIR region, the na-

NO2 band region showed a similar trend to the low frequency, extreme pressure MIR range 

discussed above, with increased absorption growth with time, even after release. The data also 

showed an increased absorption near the red-edge of the CO2 stretch. The VIS absorbance 

measurements again also indicated that there was irreversible shock induced absorption changes 

in the sample. This high frequency MIR region simultaneously monitored the na-NO2 stretch as 

well as the single hydrogenic bond stretch regions (CH-, NH-, and OH-) in every shot. Absorption 

due to the CH-bonds of PETN in the dynamic single shot MIR spectrometer could only be observed 

at the ~1% level, even at time delays prior to entrance of the shock. Most intermediate pathways 

should produce absorptive features in the CH-, NH-, and OH-stretch region; however, the MIR 

data does not show this. No observable increased absorbance feature was measured in this region 

(2800-3500 cm-1) when viewing multiple lineouts in various regions in Fig 40 or Fig. 42. The lack 

of significant absorptions from CH-, NH-, or OH-stretches suggests that these bonds are not 

formed in the first steps of the shock induced chemistry for PETN. 
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Figure 42 Left, Transmission spectra of shocked PETN. Right, time delayed lineouts for the high 
frequency region that is focused on CH-, NH-, and OH- stretch region. Some absorption is 
observed near 3200 cm-1; however, it only a few percent above the total broad scattering changes 
of the spectrum. No new peaks were observed in this data. 

 

To recapitulate several of the spectral features measured in these experiments, 1.) There 

were irreversible VIS and MIR absorptions induced in PETN at pressures that are considered 

reactive with increased absorptions at higher pressures, 2.) the ns-NO2 absorption remained 

constant but the na-NO2 absorption spectral region grew substantially, 3.) no significant 

absorptions were measured in the high frequency region where CH-, NH-, and OH-stretches are 

typically observed, and 4.) a broad absorptive feature was present at 2100-2250 cm-1 that grew 

with time for all reactive experiments. Considering the lack of absorptions in the high frequency 

region for PETN there is no evidence to suggest there is generation of HONO, HONO2, or CH2O 

species.33, 35, 44 Static measurements of HE that contain NH bonds and NO2 stretches show these 

two bonds exhibit similar absorption strength in the MIR.94, 95 OH- and NH- stretches exhibit 

similar absorption strengths as well.96-100 N2O was considered as a possible intermediate because 

of its absorption band in the 2200 cm-1 region; however, it also has similar strength absorption at 

1284 cm-1 which was not observed.91, 101 We also observe nearly opposite NO2 stretch region 

absorption behavior with the ns-NO2 showing slight increases in transmission and na-NO2 showing 
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strongly enhanced absorption. Additionally, with the lack of CH2O absorption region near 1700-

1800 cm-1, these results do not support previous observations and mechanisms that suggest NO2 is 

the primary intermediate formed in the shock induced chemistry of PETN.33, 35, 38-41, 43, 49, 53, 54, 102 

If NO2 were the primary intermediate, the MIR spectra of the two NO2 stretches would presumably 

exhibit equal changes, as the absorptions of the two stretches of NO2 in various environments are 

nearly equivalent.91, 103-106 This was not observed experimentally. For similar reasons we do not 

think the signature of NO3 radical is consistent with our observations.107-111 The C-C bond cleavage 

mechanism based on previous experiments40 is not inconsistent with these observations. An 

interpretation of the 2200 cm-1 peak is that it is a signature of CºO formation.91, 93 Similarly, 

another interpretation of the na-NO2 behavior is the formation of methyl nitrite which exhibits a 

very strong na-NO2, while having a weaker ns-NO2.112 One mechanism consistent with the MIR 

data is shown in Fig. 43. Two PETN (A and B) molecules collide and an oxygen atom is removed 

from an NO3 group on PETN A and supplants a C-C bond in the central PETN B structure, 

removing a CH2ONO2 group. This reaction generates a molecule similar to methyl nitrite CH2O-

N=O on one arm of PETN A. The double and single bonded oxygen structure on the NO2 group 

matches the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 behavior that is observed in the shocked MIR spectra.113 The 

CH2ONO2 radical retains ns-NO2 and na-NO2 mode behavior, which supports why those peaks are 

still well-defined in these measurements. Methyl nitrite has a larger absorption at 1650 than at 

1280 cm-1, consistent with the largest spectral change observed. Multiple other C-C bonds of 

PETN B may then break, forming higher order bonds with the central carbon atom and oxygen of 

PETN B until CºO is formed. The red-edge of the CO2 band shows a broad moderate strength 

absorbance feature similar to CºO absorption spectra.93 Although not completely substantiated, 

methyl nitrite and carbon monoxide formation are possible explanations for the shocked MIR 

spectral features measured in these experiments. A review of possible pathways and consistency 

with the MIR absorption results measured in experiments are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Possible intermediate pathways for shocked PETN and consistency with MIR results 
measured in these experiments. 

Intermediate Pathway References Inconsistent with MIR results* 
NO scission 36 ~ 
NO2 scission 33-35, 38-41, 54, 55 ~ 
NO3 scission 35, 37, 40, 42, 43, 55 ~ 
HNO3 formation 44 X 
HONO elimination 33, 44 X 
C-C bond cleavage 35, 40 O 
H-ion formation 35 X 
O-radical formation 35 O 

*-X = true, O = false, ~ = not entirely possible to eliminate 

 

 

Figure 43 Image of possible chemical pathway. (1) An oxygen is removed from PETN A and 
replaces one of the C-C bonds in PETN B. (2) The central C-C bonds of PETN B begin to break 
off. (3) The donated oxygen to PETN B forms higher order bonds with the central carbon (circled) 
and two of the nearly methyl nitrate groups bond to form stable intermediates. (4) The final 
mechanism that explains some of the infrared measurements made in these experiments. CºO 
forms which has a broad absorption from 2200-2350 cm-1 and methyl nitrite forms which has a 
strong na-NO2 and a weak ns-NO2. 

(1) (2)

(3)(4)(4)
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4.5 Conclusions 

Measurements of shock induced chemistry of PETN were made using ultrafast VIS and MIR 

absorption spectroscopy. The proposed mechanism of NO2 scission having a primary role in PETN 

shock initiation chemistry is inconsistent with the time dependent spectral data measured in these 

experiments. There is a small decreased absorption in the ns-NO2 absorption and large increase in 

absorption at the na-NO2 band regions, which does not coincide with NO2 absorption spectra. 

Additionally, there were no apparent absorptions in the CH-, NH-, or OH- stretch regions, meaning 

that molecules with these vibrational modes are not yet formed, or were formed and quickly 

underwent subsequent reactions without building to significant concentrations. The observed MIR 

spectra are consistent with mechanisms that form methyl (or alkyl) nitrite and carbon monoxide as 

important intermediates in PETN shock chemistry, presumably formed via bimolecular scission of 

the C-C bond. 
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 INSIGHT INTO THE CHEMISTRY OF TNT DURING SHOCK 
COMPRESSION THROUGH ULTRAFAST MID-INFRARED 

ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 

5.1 Introduction 

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) is a relatively insensitive high explosive (HE) that was developed in the 

late 1800’s. Uses of TNT can range from defense applications to underwater mining operations. 

The usage of TNT is currently being phased out, but the process has been slow due to several 

favorable traits that TNT possesses. Due to the large disparity between its melting and 

decomposition point,1 TNT is one of the few HE capable of being melt casted into cavities. This 

feature is very useful when combined with higher performing HE like RDX. Detonation velocity 

and pressure are adequate, especially considering the decreased sensitivity to initiation of TNT 

when compared to other higher performing HE.1, 2 For as long as TNT has been in use, the 

decomposition chemistry is still subject to debate3-21 including its detonation chemistry.4, 5, 9, 14, 22-

31 

Emulation of the detonation state can be achieved using shock waves.32 Multiple mechanisms 

have been suggested on TNT detonation and decomposition chemistry pathways between 

simulations11, 22, 25-27, 30, 31, 33 and experiments.4-7, 9, 10, 13-21, 23, 24 Homolysis of the C-N bonds at the 

nitro group has been a common suggestion.4-6, 13, 14, 22, 26, 27, 29, 31, 33 Oxidation of the methyl group 

has been another possible path followed during decomposition.4-6, 12, 15, 16, 18-20, 28 Bimolecular 

species of TNT could be formed through Diels-Alder reactions prior to formation of simpler 

species.23, 25, 30, 33 Cyclization via the methyl and nitro group,5, 10 nitrite rotation,5 or C-H 𝛼 attack5, 

22, 24, 28 mechanisms are other possible explanations of TNT decomposition chemistry. These are 

all suggested first step reaction mechanisms, which then can branch through several other chemical 

steps on the way to products. Understanding the chemistry that occurs during detonation of HE 

would allow for tailoring the performance and safety for future HE based on mechanisms present 

in current HE materials like TNT. Combined with experimental results, models could provide 

predictive capabilities of detonation performance and safety characteristics of possible HE 

molecules prior to any synthesis work. 

The goal of this work is to measure the bond specific shock chemistry of TNT to gain insight 

into the first chemical steps that occur during detonation. Measurements of the bond specific 
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chemistry will be performed using the benchtop ultrafast laser system at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory which is capable of generating and characterizing shock waves in materials, while 

simultaneously probing electronic and vibrational absorption spectroscopic changes.34 

Interpretations of changes observed in the vibrational and visible absorptions will be presented 

with comparisons to previous chemical mechanisms. These results will be used to guide the 

physics and chemistry present in current models to refine the predictive capabilities similar to 

PETN results in Chapter 4. 

5.2 Experimental methods 

The laser shock apparatus described in previous publications34-38 was used for the 

spectroscopic measurements on shock compressed TNT. Shock drive, interferometry, and 

spectroscopy beams were generated simultaneously from a single pulse out of a Ti:sapphire 

chirped pulse amplification (CPA) system. Techniques that are available to these experiments have 

been described in great detail elsewhere34, but a short review will be provided here for clarity.  

A portion of the 150 ps duration chirped pulse (~6 mJ) was used to both generate the shock in 

a material as well as characterize the wave mechanics through interferometry. Fitting of the 

interferometry data to a series of shock physics and optics equations yields information on the 

pressure, and shock and particle velocities induced in the sample. Ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry 

(UDE)35, 36 was performed. The remainder of the ~6 mJ pulse was compressed in the laser to 35 fs 

and was used to generate the broadband visible (VIS) and mid-infrared (MIR) absorption 

spectroscopy probes. The generated VIS radiation spanned 450-700 nm. Two MIR ranges could 

be generated on a single shot basis depending on the compression of the CPA: 1150-3000 cm-1 

and 1450-4000 cm-1. The former range is useful for viewing the symmetric and antisymmetric 

nitro stretches (ns-NO2 and na-NO2 respectively) and the hydrogenic stretches present in TNT39 as 

well as atmospheric CO2, while the latter range is useful for viewing all portions of the hydrogenic 

stretch region namely CH-, NH-, and OH-stretches (2800-3000, 3000-3200, 3200-3500 cm-1 

respectively) for CHNO containing species. The VIS and MIR were simultaneously collected 

during the experiments; however, the interferometric data (UDE) were collected prior to 

spectroscopic measurements. VIS and MIR were collected at 25 ps time steps from -50 ps to 250 

ps relative to shock entry into the TNT layer. Temporally this range coincides to spectroscopic 

measurements collected prior to the shock, during the shock, and during rarefaction of the TNT. 
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The shock pressure was assumed to be constant for the temporal duration of the chirped pulse (150 

ps). 25 shots were averaged for each time step. The 25-shot averaged response for all time delays 

was defined as an experiment. These experiments were performed four times per substrate and 

were averaged. Three pressure ranges were selected ~16, ~33, and ~40 GPa which correspond to 

unreactive, partially reactive, and reactive chemistry regimes. 

 Samples were similar to previous thin film crystal experiments.34, 40 Layers consisted of a 

tamper material of 500 µm of sapphire, with 1 µm of aluminum vapor deposited onto the tamper, 

and 1 µm of TNT deposited onto the aluminum drive layer. The thickness of aluminum and TNT 

was chosen to be commensurate with the shock duration of the experiment. TNT was recrystallized 

in solution to remove potential contaminants from the manufacturing process. The recrystallized 

TNT was then dissolved in acetone to ~16% by mass. This solution was spin cast onto substrates 

using 250 µL of solution. Notable spin casting parameters included speed, acceleration, and spin 

duration which were 1500 rpm, 500 rpm/s, and 25 seconds, respectively. Resulting films of TNT 

were nominally 1 µm in thickness (typically in the range 0.8-1.2 µm). Film thickness was measured 

using a white light interferometer. Prior to experiments, some TNT was removed from the 

substrate at a small spot. The resulting bare aluminum layer was used as an impedance matching 

surface to the unreactive Hugoniot of TNT in the case that UDE fitting was inadequate. 

Unfortunately, multiple metastable phases, polymorphs, and crystal structures can be present in 

TNT at room temperature and pressure.41 It is uncertain exactly what TNT polymorph or crystal 

orientation was present in the TNT on the substrates used in these experiments. An image of the 

TNT microstructure is shown in Fig. 44. The microstructure imaged was similar between 

substrates.  
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Figure 44 Image of TNT using white light confocal microscopy. Microstructure was consistent 
between substrates. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Determination of the shock state 

The shock state was determined through impedance matching. Impedance matching 

provided a rapid method for determining the pressure induced in the sample by matching the 

release isentrope of the aluminum drive layer to a linearly extrapolated fit to the unreactive 

Hugoniot for cream cast TNT.2 This technique has been shown to give results that are at most 18% 

higher in pressure than through direct measurements in Chapter 4. Three pressure regions labeled 

low, medium, and high were measured for TNT and are shown in Fig. 45. Low pressure 

corresponded to pressures that ranged 16-17 GPa, medium pressures were 30-34 GPa, and high 

pressure were 38-40 GPa. Films 1, 2, and 6 were films that were probed when the MIR frequency 

was in the 1150-3000 cm-1 range, while Films 4 and 5 were probed with the 1450-4000 cm-1 MIR 

range. Film numbers do no correspond to when experiments were performed. In the event that 

there is an unreactive Hugoniot measured in the future, Table 3 has the particle velocity of the 
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aluminum drive layer, impedance matched shock and particle velocities for TNT, and the tabulated 

pressure induced in the sample. 

 

Figure 45 State determination for shock compressed TNT measured in these experiments. Marsh 
data started to show reactions at ~15 GPa, where low pressure is reported for this data. Due to the 
vastly shorter times scales (ps vs. µs) in these experiments there was no reaction observed at low 
pressures. 
 

Table 3 UDE impedance matched points for the substrates in this study, ufs: free surface velocity 
of the aluminum layer, up: impedance matched particle velocity of aluminum ufs into TNT, us: 
impedance matched shock velocity of aluminum ufs into TNT, P: pressure as calculated by P = 
rusup, where r is the density of TNT which was assumed to be cream cast density of 1.624 g/cm3 
Film Identifier ufs (km/s) up (km/s) us (km/s) P (GPa) 
Film 1 (High) 4.95 3.10 7.75 38.9 
 5.01 3.14 7.80 39.6 
 5.31 3.30 8.11 43.4 
 4.97 3.11 7.76 39.1 
 5.07 3.17 7.87 40.4 
Film 2 (Low) 2.75 1.83 5.55 16.4 
 2.75 1.83 5.54 16.4 
 2.72 1.81 5.52 16.2 
 2.83 1.87 5.61 17.0 
 2.77 1.83 5.55 16.5 
 2.72 1.81 5.52 16.2 
Film 6 (Medium) 4.27 2.72 7.08 31.1 
 4.18 2.67 7.00 30.2 
 4.38 2.78 7.19 32.3 
 4.51 2.85 7.32 33.8 
 4.56 2.88 7.37 34.4 
 4.47 2.83 7.28 33.4 
 4.33 2.75 7.15 31.8 
 4.36 2.77 7.16 32.2 
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Table 3 continued 

 4.51 2.86 7.32 33.9 
Film 4 (Medium) 4.25 2.70 7.06 30.9 
 4.19 2.67 6.98 30.2 
 4.15 2.65 6.97 29.9 
 4.21 2.68 7.01 30.4 
 4.43 2.80 7.26 32.9 
 4.11 2.61 6.88 29.1 
Film 5 (Medium) 4.50 2.84 7.32 33.7 
 4.43 2.81 7.24 32.9 
 4.25 2.70 7.04 30.8 
 4.53 2.86 7.33 34.0 
 4.48 2.81 7.24 33.0 
 4.43 2.79 7.21 32.6 
 4.45 2.80 7.20 32.6 
 4.45 2.80 7.20 32.6 

5.3.2 Visible (VIS) transient absorption spectroscopy 

VIS transient absorption spectra were collected for time delays ranging from -50 to 250 ps 

for all pressure ranges. The shock transited the film in approximately 180 ps to 120 ps for the low 

to high pressure range respectively. This temporal range was selected to view changes that occur 

before, during, and after the shock has transited the film. Rarefaction of the sample occurs when 

the shock has fully transited the film and pressure is being released into air in front of the sample. 

Absorption was probed during rarefaction to determine the reversibility of the absorptions 

provoked upon release of pressure. Changes in VIS absorptions for the low frequency MIR region 

can be viewed in Fig. 46. No observable changes were noted at pressures of 16 GPa. Changes were 

at most ~5% across the spectral range for this pressure. When TNT was shocked to higher 

pressures there was a strong blue centered absorption in the VIS that grew during the shock. 

Recovery was observed for the 33 GPa case; however, it was not for 40 GPa. VIS measurements 

were measured for the high frequency MIR region at 30 GPa and are shown Fig. 47. 30 GPa results 

are comparable to 33 GPa with similar absorption features.  
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Figure 46 Comparison of VIS absorptions for low, medium, and high pressure cases. VIS 
absorptions suggest no reaction, some reaction with reversibility, and full reaction at low, medium, 
and high pressures respectively. The feature at 475 nm in the high pressure case was an artifact 
present in the static spectrum. 

 

 

Figure 47 Additional VIS absorption spectra for the MIR high frequency region experiments. 
Similar results were measured for 30 GPa compared to 33 GPa with absorption growing in the 
shock and recovering during rarefaction. 

~16 GPa ~33 GPa ~40 GPa

~30 GPa
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5.3.3 Mid-infrared (MIR) transient absorption spectroscopy 

Low frequency region MIR transmission spectra for 16, 33, and 40 GPa cases can be seen 

in Fig 48. Transmission changes that show decreased transmission of the spectra observed are due 

to increased absorption in the sample. In this frequency range the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 at 1350 and 

1540 cm-1 respectively39 can be probed simultaneously. Multiple CH- stretches are present at 2900-

3000 cm-1, but the absorptions are very weak for these bonds compared to the NO2 stretches.39 In 

fact, the CH stretch modes were not observed statically in these experiments. A carbon dioxide 

(CO2) artifact is present in this range at 2350 cm-1, due to the presence of CO2 in the atmosphere, 

which results in imperfect normalization of the transmission peak, leaving a residual feature. 

Without removing the CO2 from the laboratory air, it is not entirely possible to suggest what 

changes may have occurred near this frequency (+/-50 cm-1). High frequency MIR behavior for 

shock compressed TNT at medium pressure was also probed, and can be viewed in Fig. 49.  

 

 

Figure 48 Comparison of the shocked transmission behavior for TNT at 16, 33, and 40 GPa. At 16 
GPa no changes were observed. At 33 GPa, the NO2 stretches broadened by ~50 cm-1, and an 
absorption feature grew in the hydrogenic stretch region. Partial recovery was observed at 250 ps 
delay. At 40 GPa a broad absorption feature was observed over most of the spectral range. There 
was less absorption at >2700 cm-1 compared to 33 GPa. At 40 GPa, the na-NO2 transmission 
decreased from 40% to 25%, a decrease that is not duplicated at the ns-NO2 mode. This could be 
due to strong scattering of the shocked sample. Sample thickness variations were also present as 
seen by the increased absorption in static measurements at negative time delays in the 33 and 40 
GPa cases for vibrational groups of TNT. 

~16 GPa ~33 GPa ~40 GPa
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Figure 49 Transmission spectra in the high frequency MIR region for ~30 GPa. The spectra showed 
a broad absorption feature across most of the hydrogenic stretch region with minimal recovery of 
behavior except at 250 ps. 

5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Shock state from impedance matching 

UDE measurements were not straightforward to perform for the films used in these 

experiments. As seen in Fig. 44, the microstructure scattered the sample illumination beam for 

both low angle and high angle UDE measurements. These localized highly textured features 

caused significant phase wrapping issues in the UDE analysis and fitting process. Local regions of 

uniform crystals on the TNT films could yield analyzable results; however, these portions were 

not present on most substrates. Although knowledge of the exact pressure would be useful, it was 

not the intended goal of these measurements. Fig 46 and 47 show the VIS absorption results for 

pressures of ~33 and ~30 GPa respectively. Even though the induced pressure was ~10% different 

between the two substrates, the VIS absorption changes and recovery were very similar. Similar 

conclusions can be made when viewing the MIR absorption changes in Fig 48 and 49. For these 

reasons the impedance matching technique was used to compute the shock pressure induced in 

samples. All of the shocked states measured in these experiments were greater than those measured 

by Marsh.2 The shock pressure induced in samples for ultrafast experiments needs to be stronger 

~30 GPa
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to observe similar reactions reported from shock induced chemistry reactions observed in gas gun 

experiments.42 Unfortunately, no Hugoniot data for the shock and particle velocities measured in 

these experiments could be found. Provided in Table 3 are all of the measured drive velocities 

achieved for the low, medium, and high pressure cases for future reference. Alternatively, other 

sample production methods that result in less surface roughness would potentially allow UDE 

measurements to be performed. 

5.4.2 VIS transient absorption spectroscopy 

For the low frequency MIR region, at 16 GPa, there was ~5% total VIS absorption changes 

observed. These changes can be attributed to light scattering from the drive layer surface.36, 37 

When TNT was shocked to 33 GPa there was a strong, blue absorbing feature that grew during the 

shock; however, the transmission recovered during the rarefaction event from the front surface of 

TNT. Notably, full recovery of the VIS absorption was not observed even at the latest time delay 

measured (250 ps). Partial chemistry could have been induced when comparing MIR spectral 

features. Additionally, there may be scattering from particle motion, possibly ejecta, at the TNT 

front surface causing some irreversible change. For high pressures there was an enhanced 

absorption feature similar to that observed in the 33 GPa experiments (blue focused and broad) 

that did not recover upon rarefaction from the front surface. The feature at 475 nm for 40 GPa is 

not a real absorption feature as it was present prior to the shock entering the sample. It is believed 

to be a product of normalization used to convert transmission spectra into absorption. Since VIS 

absorptions did not recover at these higher shock pressures, some irreversible change was induced 

in TNT. The surface roughness of the TNT films prevented any thin film interference effects in 

the VIS absorptions. Such thin film interference effects were problematic when interpreting the 

optical density of the VIS absorption changes in PETN in Chapter 4. For high pressures the blue 

centered absorbing feature is most likely due to absorption from intermediate species, a claim 

which is corroborated by the MIR absorption results. 

VIS transient absorption was also measured during the experiments performed for the high 

frequency MIR region. At 30 GPa, there was a blue centered broad VIS absorption that recovered 

upon release. These results were nearly identical to the 33 GPa case, except the VIS absorptions 

observed were slightly stronger. The increased absorption does not correspond with the pressure 

measured. A possible explanation for these results is that the microstructure was coarser for the 30 
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GPa substrate than for the 33 GPa substrate. Increased roughness of the sample would lead to 

features that look like increased absorption due to scattering of the VIS beam from the TNT surface. 

This feature would normalize out for a series if the scattering were similar between sample 

positions, but this was not the case. More data would aid in understanding the changes stimulated 

in this region. Even with this oddity, similar conclusions for the 30 GPa and the 33 GPa cases can 

be that VIS absorptions were induced, but almost entirely reversed upon release of the pressure. 

5.4.3 MIR transient absorption spectroscopy 

For the low frequency MIR region, results at 16 GPa for TNT were similar to the VIS results 

as there were no significant changes observed. Broadening and shifting of the NO2 stretches was 

not perceived in this pressure range. Static high pressure experiments have suggested that the ns-

NO2 should have shifted by ~2.5 cm-1/GPa.43 The lack of broadening and shifting behavior in the 

shocked MIR absorption experiment has been observed before, also can be seen in Chapter 4.34, 40, 

44  

MIR results at 33 GPa contrasted VIS results. In the VIS region, the absorptions increased 

during the shock and recovered during rarefaction. In the MIR region, the absorptions grew during 

the shock as well as during most of the rarefaction. Partial recovery of the MIR spectra was 

observed at the latest time delay of 250 ps. The ns-NO2 and na-NO2 mode vibrations showed only 

broadening of 50 cm-1 of the peaks, with no increased absorptions. A broad feature from 2700-

3000 cm-1 increased in absorption as more material was shocked and continued increasing during 

rarefaction. There was some absorption on the blue side of the CO2 stretch, but this feature was 

most likely an extension of the absorption feature from the hydrogenic stretch region. These MIR 

absorption results at 33 GPa suggest there was partial chemistry induced in the sample particularly 

near the hydrogenic stretches, while VIS absorptions suggest simple shock compression of the 

sample followed by recovery. High pressure experiments were performed to resolve this 

inconsistency. 

In order to distinguish shock chemistry from other effects like thin film interference in the MIR 

or vibrational hot bands,45-47 TNT was shocked using the maximum energy of the shock drive 

beam. Shocking TNT films to 40 GPa showed different results than those observed at 33 GPa. 

Both the ns-NO2 and na-NO2 mode vibrations showed broadening of 50-100 cm-1. Additionally, 
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the na-NO2 showed a slightly (~37.5%) increased absorption that did not recover upon release of 

the pressure induced. This could be attributable to the large scattering as there was an ~60% 

absorbing feature was observed from 1550-2600 cm-1 and did not recover during rarefaction of the 

sample. The 1700-2600 cm-1 region does not have several absorptions for CHNO containing 

species. Additionally, an absorption feature grew in the hydrogenic stretch region, but was less 

strong compared to either hydrogenic stretch feature present at 33 GPa or the feature that spanned 

the most of the MIR range (1550-2600 cm-1) for this pressure. MIR and VIS absorptions suggest 

similar results in that there was an irreversible change induced in TNT that had a broad MIR 

absorption signature and was stable or grew in strength when the pressure was released. This 

change is most likely attributable to chemical reactions; however, there was strong scattering 

present. More data would resolve and aid in interpretation of the spectral features observed in the 

VIS and MIR absorption measurements. 

The MIR frequency region was shifted to 1450-4000 cm-1 to focus on the hydrogenic stretch 

region (>2800 cm-1) as results at 33 GPa suggested there was a strong 60% absorbing feature, like 

that in Fig. 49. TNT when shocked to 30 GPa had a similar hydrogenic stretch absorption feature 

to 33 GPa. Centered at 3300 cm-1, a broadly absorbing feature was observed to grow during the 

shock and for most of the rarefaction, except at the latest time delay. Again, the result for MIR 

absorption changes are almost opposite to VIS absorption changes at this pressure. A possible 

explanation is that a small concentration of a strongly absorbing intermediate, like an OH-stretch, 

is generated.48-51 It is planned to increase the pressure to >40 GPa for the high frequency MIR 

region to better interpret the hydrogenic stretch region absorption changes as seen in Fig 48.  

 Recapitulating several of the features observed in these experiments on TNT 1.) a nearly 

completely reversible VIS absorption was induced at ~30 GPa pressures; however, MIR 

absorptions did not show such strong recovery with a strong absorption >2,800 cm-1, 2.) TNT 

shocked to >40 GPa showed strong, blue centered VIS absorptions with strong broadband MIR 

absorptions from 1550-2600 cm-1, 3.) NO2 stretches mostly broadened, not strongly increased 

absorption on these peaks like those in PETN, and 4.) shifting and broadening in the MIR bonds 

were not present at low shock pressures of ~17 GPa. There is not enough evidence to suggest the 

exact cause for each change, but a few conclusions can be made from these observations. First, 

TNT may have partially reacted at ~30 GPa generating an intermediate with a strong hydrogenic 

stretch. Even at low concentrations, NH- and OH- stretches have strong MIR absorptions.48-51 
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Since the CH-stretches were not observed at early times prior to the shock at -50 ps in these 

experiments, it would be assumed that this feature could not be due to CH-stretch absorptions. 

Partial reaction at this pressure is suggested as VIS absorptions demonstrate shock and release 

changes, whereas MIR changes do not seem to recover in transmission. Second, since NO2 

stretches do not show strong decreased or increased (<-50% and >50%) absorption they must still 

mostly be present. Only at the highest pressure does the na-NO2 show an increased absorption 

(~37.5%), while the ns-NO2 had no apparent change in absorption. This feature for the na-NO2 

does not continue to grow in strength, but rather starts broadening. Third, there was an irreversible 

change induced in TNT at high pressure due to the lack of VIS absorption recovery like those seen 

with any medium pressure. Fourth, there was a strong absorption or strong scattering feature over 

the most of the  MIR spectral range for the high pressure case. Not many strongly absorbing bonds 

are present in this region for combinations of CHNO containing species;52 however, carbon 

monoxide and carbon dioxide do have absorptions at 2,200-2,400 cm-1 which could partially 

explain the changes in this region.52, 53 Mechanisms that have been suggested in previous work 

that are consistent the current work are shown in Table 4. More data is required to eliminate more 

inconsistent mechanisms and better interpret the results measured in these experiments. 

 

Table 4 Possible intermediate pathways for shocked TNT and consistency with MIR spectra results 
Intermediate Pathway References Inconsistent with MIR results?* 
C-N homolysis 4-6,13,14,22,26,27,29,31,33 O 
CH3 oxidation 4-6,12,15,16,18-20,28 O 
Diels-Alder Reaction 23,25,30,33 ? 
Cyclization reaction 5,10 X 
C-H 𝛼 attack 5,22,24,28 X 
NO2 rotation 5 X 
   

*-X = true, O = false, ? = difficult to suggest 

5.5 Conclusions 

Some preliminary results of the shock chemistry of TNT were measured using ultrafast MIR 

and VIS absorption. Contrary to diamond anvil cell experiments, TNT showed minimal observable 

shifting and broadening (few wavenumbers) under shock compression to pressures of ~16 GPa. 

There was partial chemistry observed when TNT was shocked to ~30 GPa with a strongly 
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absorbing hydrogenic stretch feature when observing the MIR spectral changes. NO2 stretches 

were found to only broaden at this pressure suggesting these bonds are still present in some form. 

VIS absorption changes showed strong absorption during the shock, but almost full recovery 

during the rarefaction. More definitive signs of chemistry were observed when TNT was shocked 

to ~40 GPa. VIS changes were strong and irreversible even at late times during pressure release. 

MIR changes were also strongly absorbing and irreversible. The MIR changes induced at the 

higher pressure were not enhanced features present in the medium pressure case suggesting the 

changes were from a different mechanism. To better understand the chemistry that occurred for 

shock compressed and strongly reactive TNT, experiments should be repeated at the high pressure 

while measuring spectra in the high MIR frequency range to observe any signatures of hydrogenic 

stretch formation. Additionally, measuring UDE would give insight into the wave mechanics 

induced in the sample. UDE would provide direct measurements of the up, us, and P as well as 

deviations from the Hugoniot providing further evidence of chemistry.37 
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 CONCLUSIONS FROM ULTRAFAST SHOCK SPECTROSCOPIES 

6.1 Conclusions 

It has been demonstrated in this document how to turn a benchtop ultrafast chirped pulse 

amplification (CPA) system into shock physics and chemistry laboratory. Wave mechanics that 

are comparable to gas gun experiments can achieved with CPA systems,1, 2 except at significantly 

shorter time and length scales. Ultrafast dynamic ellipsometry (UDE), an interferometry technique, 

provided measurements on material and shock motion. This data, when fit by a series of shock 

physics and optics equations, ultimately yielded important state parameters including pressure, 

particle velocity, and shock velocity. Volumetric changes induced in shocked samples can be 

measured using this technique. These volume changing mechanisms can give some insight into 

chemistry that happens during shock compression;3-12 however, inferring chemical mechanisms is 

difficult with these measurements alone. Spectroscopic measurements can provide more 

information on chemical reactions. Visible (VIS) transient absorption spectroscopy was the first 

method used to better interpret the volumetric changes. VIS absorption changes have been shown 

to coincide with deviations from the unreacted Hugoniot where volumetric changes occur.8-10, 12 

Absorption changes in the VIS are very sensitive to chemical changes8-10, 12-15, but these 

measurements are not chemically specific to what bonds may have formed or changed. This lack 

of precise chemistry determination necessitated development and use of a technique capable of 

chemical specificity. Vibrational spectroscopy is specific to bonds and functional groups in the 

infrared.16, 17 Even though most high explosives (HE) have similar bonds comprised of 

combinations of CHNO atoms, HE molecules can be uniquely identified in the infrared based on 

the frequency and strength of these modes.18 Using an ultrafast MIR source, chemical specificity 

can be measured during fast events like a shock. Results from these measurements can be found 

in Chapters 2-5. These types of measurements were implemented to measure the shock chemistry 

of TNT and PETN. By changing the arrival time of the shock, MIR spectra were recorded as a 

time delay series probing for changes in bonds present in TNT and PETN, whilst probing for the 

formation of new bonds. Shocked chemistry results for both TNT and PETN were unexpected 

compared to previous literature for decomposition mechanisms. Several suggested chemical 

mechanisms could be eliminated for both materials, narrowing the chemical pathways possible for 
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detonation chemistry for HE. For PETN, it was suggested that a C-C bond breaking mechanism, 

with subsequent CºO and methyl nitrite formation, was consistent with results measured using the 

ultrafast apparatus. TNT results suggested that a mechanism that yielded a strong hydrogenic 

stretch like OH- or NH-bond would be probable, although not completely substantiated. More data 

would be needed to validate that claim. Results from these experiments can be directly compared 

to models to provide guidance on assumptions of the physics and chemistry during detonation. 

Work is already in progress to meet this goal. 

6.2 Future work 

Although the primary goal of providing experimental measurements of chemistry and 

physics at comparable time and length scales to models was achieved in this research, several 

additional experiments could be appended. First, the list of materials tested in the experiments 

presented was not exhaustive. TNT and PETN were chosen for the simplicity of making films 

appropriate to the shock duration and necessary optical clarity. Other films could be utilized in 

these experiments if the HE thicknesses could be tailored to the correct size and if the films could 

be made to be optically clear. Researchers at Sandia National Laboratory have capabilities of 

making HE films with these characteristics.19 Measurements on new HE would provide more 

materials for comparing experiments to models. Second, using either nano-lithography20 or 

femtosecond laser machining to induce nanoscale to microscale features into HE films would 

enable the study of nanoscale features. MIR spectral changes induced during shock compression 

of these films would be compared to uniform crystalline films. These measurements would give 

results on any mechano-chemistry provoked effects to modeling efforts. Third, ring up pressure 

loading mechanisms21 could be implemented with the CPA. Ring up shocks, comparable to ramp 

loading, provide a way of achieving high pressure with small temperature increases in compressed 

samples. Ring up shocks would allow for observing pressure induced chemistry effects as opposed 

to high pressure and temperature chemistry for models. Fourth, laser driven flyer plates could be 

used to look at longer duration shocks and chemistry.22, 23 Laser driven flyer plates typically sustain 

shocks for tens of nanoseconds,22, 23 which for shock velocities would require 10-100’s of microns 

of material. HE like 1,3,5-Trinitro-1,3,5-triazinane (RDX) or 1,3,5,7-Tetranitro-1,3,5,7-

tetrazoctane (HMX) that can be pressed into pellets could be used in this apparatus. Alternatively, 

crystals could be polished to sizes commensurate to the sustained shock. Longer duration shock 
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experiments would most likely require a different infrared absorption technique like attenuated 

total reflectance (ATR) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Lastly, cocrystals could 

be used in these experiments. Co-crystallization provides a means of altering traits of current HE 

crystals by combing crystals at the molecular scale.24 Spin casting could be used to get HE films 

to usable thicknesses for the ultrafast apparatus or polished crystals or pressed pellets could be 

used with a laser driven flyer plate apparatus. The suggestions presented here are not a 

comprehensive list of all possible experiments, but are sufficient for several research thrusts. 
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